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VgIUme 98 No. 74
e Murray Ledger & Times
In Our 98th Vr- Murray, Ky., Tuesday Afternoon. March 29, 1977
artinigral
BREAKFAST KICKS OFF SCOUT FUND DRIVE—A breakfast held this morning at the Holiday Inn kicked off this year's
C alloyvav County Boy Scout Fund Drive. The goalfor this year's drive locally is S7,000 according to fund drive chairman
Bill Kopperud. The advance gifts committee, chaired by Ed Shinners. began work last week.
Staft Photo bv David Hal
Senate May Scrap Rebate Plan
For Permanent Tax Reduction 4WASHINGTON i APi - If you've
already figured out how to spend that
$50 tax rebate President Carter wants
Ii) give to most Americans, think again.
There are increasing indications the
-SenaW' -itiay -scrap i-the - - rebate- --and
substitute a permanent tax cut.
Senate debate on the tax proposals
will begin in another week and May not
be completed until after Congress
return's' in mid April from its Easter
recess. •
And What members of Congress hear
during trips home may be the decisive
factor in determining whether a rebate
or a permanent tax cut is in the bill that
goes to the White House.
The fight over the rebate carries the
potential for the most serious conflict to
date between Carter and Congress,
more serious than clashes over protocol__
and water projects that have marked
the first 60 days of the Carter
presidency.
Carter is pressing for the rebate as
the way to give a quiet boost tdjhe
economy. But congressional suppott for
the rebate, eVen-among Democrats, is,
at best, lukewarm.
1 plan to vote for it," said Senate
t Majority Leader Robert C. Byrd, D-
W.Va., when asked his opinion of the
rebate.
"Enthusiastically?" he was asked.
"No," replied " Byrd. But, he said,
"It's the President's program. It's part
of hiseconomic stimulus program." 
On the Republican side, the votes are
lined up, 38 to 0, against the rebate.
"There's an excellent chance we will
defeat the rebate and substitute a
permanent tax cut," said Minority
Leader Howard H. Baker, R-Tenn.
Baker is certain of some support
among the Democrats as well as of the
vote of Sen. Harry F. Byrd Jr. of
Virginia, an independent.
When the Senate Finance Committee
voted to keep the Carter rebate in the
bill rather than substitute a lermanent
tax cut, the tally followed part, lines,
with the 10 Democrats voting for the
-rebate and the 7 Republicans plus
Harry Byrd opposing it.
Sens. Abraham Ribicoff, D-Conn.,
and Floyd Haskell, D-Colo., made it
clear they don't think the rebate is a
good idea, but were suppordg it out of
a desire to give the Democratic
President a chance to try out his ideas
for stimulating the economy.
The administration argument,
repeated time after time since Carter
took off is that there is no faster way
of giving the economy a boost than with
a rebate that could be in the mail to
taxpayersthis summer.
The House already has acted on the
Lax bill and voted 219 to 194 to retain the
rebate. Tint 54-Democrats Joined-110--
Republicans in opposing the rebate.





Four more persons have filed for
office in the May Democratic primary,
according to the county court clerk's
Off ice.
Wayne Flora, 702 Payne, has filed for
the office of Magistrate of District
Number One. Sue Overbey, 107
Hickory, has filed for city council in
Ward B. Dr. J. D. Outland, 1108 Cir
carama, has also filed for council
Ward B. Steven Yarbrough, Northhv
Subdivision, will seek nomination as
Republican for council in Ward A.
CITY STICKERS NOW ON SALE — City stickers for 1977 are now on sale at the Murray City Clerk's office, according to
Clerk Jo Crass. The auto stickers for 1976 expire on May 1, and 1977 stickers must be displayed by May 31, Mrs. Crass said
From left aTe Mrs. Crass, Deputy Clerk Sarah Duncan, and Denise Ray, a student worker from the Murray Vocatior, if
School.
inside toda  
A staff report that will be discussed at Wednesday's
ineeting'of thI state Council on Public Higher Education
has created -Some concern among local citizens. An
editocii$ on the report appears on today's Opinion Page,
page four.
Five members of the Murray Common Council and one
former member have responded to a recent article from
another member of the council via a joint Letter to the
Editor. The letter expressing their feelings appears on
today's Opinion Page, page four.
sunny IN warm today's index
Cloudy tonight and Wednesday
with a chance of showers and
thundershowers. Lows tonight in
the upper 50s. Highs Wednesday
in the low 70s. Winds southerly to
15 milt an hour tonight. Rain
chances 50 per cent tonight and
Wednesday.
Local Scene 2, 3
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Southwest Elementary School A
host the second annual lnvitati
Reading and Math Tournament
Saturday, April 2.
Dr. -Larry Salmon, Murray S'd,
University, will be in charge of
reading portion of the tournament it
Math portion of the contest will '!A
under the direction of Carolyn Liwh.t
Calloway County High School math
teacher..
Registration for the tournament w;:,
be from 9:00 to 10:00 a. m. with con,-
pkition beginning at 10:00 a. m. Over
--twenty Western Kentucky Schools wil:
be participating. Trophies will be given
for individual winners. A sweepstake,
trophy will be given to the school, %lit,
the highest overall score. Lunch will i
served after the test.
15' Per Copy One Section 14 Pages
Football Field Plans At
Calloway Are Presented
.Preluilinary plans for a football field
to be built on the campus of Calloway
County 'High School were presented by'
football coach Stan Outland to the
Calloway County Athletic Booster Club
last night.
Outland-presented a rough sketch of
the layout that included improvements
to be made on the track facilities as
well 'as the football field. It was an-
nounced that plans are being made for
the survey work and .construction to
6egin in the next few weeks if weather
permits.
As of now, we are concentrating on
4e'tting a place to play football in the
fall and looking forward to many added
iai ities," coach Outland said.
Donations raised by the athletic
booster club have helped make possible
the introduction of the program, which
as recently approved by, the Calloway
(•ounty- Board of Education. The
(I,nations have*Iso made possible the
purchase of necessary equipment for
both the high school and elementary
hool programs, an organization
spi,kesman said.
Samples of some of the equipment
Acre displayed and explained to club
!timbers by coach Outland.
groupWEB Sue 
coaCh of girls track-at CCHS,
who explained the need for improved
track facilities at the school so that
track and field meets could be held at
'al low ay .
She explained that currently the
at the school are not adequate
fr hosting meets with other schools
forcing the team to travel elsewhere for
all their track and„field events. The
area now in use by the team for prac-
tice is not even adequate, she said.
In spite of the difficulties, coach
outland remained optimistic on the
upcoming season,„ which opens Wed-
-esday, for both boys and girls, at Trigg
unty.




The open house for the American
Cancer Societyi.Crusade in Murray and
Calloway County will be held Thur-
sday, March 31, at the Holiday Inn,
according to Mrs. Robert Usrey and
Mrs. Henry Warren, local ACSD co-
chairmen of the Delta Department of
the Murray Woman's Club.
All persons who have volunteered or
who will volunteer their services are
asked to pick up their packets .at the
Holiday Inn bkween the hours of 9:00
a.m. and 5:00 p.m. Thursday.
The Cancer Crusade will continue
throughout the month of April and
volunteers will be calling at the homes
and businesses throughout the city and
county, said Mrs: Usrey and Mrs.
Warren.
The leaders said the volunteers will
also give important life-saving in-
formation about cancer safeguards and
warning signals at the time they are
asking for the support of the American
Cancer Society's three fad program of
research, education, and service.
Cancer Crusade -leaders pointed out
that some forms of cancer once con-
sidered hopeless are now curable, and
for the person whose cancer is detected





The Murray City Police Department
has begun several investigations in
recent days, according to depai toient
reports.
Two automobiles were reported
stolen from the lot of Garland Used
Cars, South Fourth Street. The cars
were taken sometime Sunday. The cars
were a 1976 Oldsrnobilec 98, and a 1976
Cadillac Coupe de Ville, according to
police.
In another investigation, $1,200 in
stereo egelpment was recovered by
police after being repOrted stolen from
the home of Robert Lewis, 801 Hurt.
Drive. The equipment was recovered in
a wooded area behind the house.
An attempted 'suicide was also in-
vestigated at a local motel, according
to police. Investigators reported that
Norma H. Cavitt, 47, of Boaz, Ky., is
believed to have taken the contents of
seven prescription bottles of medicine.
She was transported to the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital, where she is
listed in critical condition.
send more girls to the state tournament
this year," she said.
Coach Outland also emphasized
positive aspects of the track programs
in the elementary schools _saying the
experience gained there has helped
lead to the success of the high, school
track teams.
In the absence of Jim Nix, boys track
coach at CCHS, senior team member
Terry Clark spoke on the im-
provements he feels could be made to
the track area.
Clark explained that not having a
standard track for practice sessions
can be a detriment to the program
because having to practice on a parking
lot, and dodge oncoming cars, can
break the concentration that is
necessary for any: athlete who is trying
to be successful.
Donald Dowdy, president of the
booster club, reminded the members of
the upcoming Popcorn Bonanza which
be held. this'. Friday, .Saturday and
Sunday.
The proceeds from the event, which is
sponsored by the Murray Optimist club.
will go to the football program in the
Calloway system.
Dowdy explained the various events
- planned for the Popcorn Bonanza and
reminded club members ,that anyone
willing to help with the four-wheel drive
pull on Saturday night should contact
Red Overbey. '
Thomas E. Rice New
Manager Atclappan
A top-level organizational change in
the Murray Operation of the Tappan
Co. has been announced by E. J.
Haverstock, vice-president of the
Manufacturing of Appliances Division.
Dave-W:Diersen, formerly general
manager of the Murray plant, has been
transferred to division headquarters in
Mansfield, Ohio, to "strengthen the
management group of the Appliance
Division," according to Haverstock.
Named as new general manager of
the local plant is Thomas E. Rice,
formerly plant manager with the
Perfection American CO., .a major
textile machinery manufacturer in
Columbus, Ga.
Rice is a graduate in Industrial
Engineering of Mississippi State
University, and has 27 years of ex-
perience in the metal working industry.
He has held management positions with
General Electric, DuPont, Ford Motor
Co., and Rockwell International, in
addition to the Perfection American
position.
Rice and his wife Marion have five
children: Tom, Jr., a law student at
Vanderbilt University; Cindy, a senior
pre-med student at Vanderbilt; Mandy,
a freshman finance major at the
University of Georgia: John an eighth
grader: and Bob a first grader.
Ticket Sales
Horse Show
Preparations-for the 1977 Kentucky
State Charity. Horse Show to be held
May 20 and 21 at the Exposition Center
in Murray drew closer to completion as
Patron Ticket sales got into full swing
last week.
Charles Walston, chairman of the
Patron Ticket Sales Committee met
with members of his group Wednesday
at the Calloway County Public Library
and reviewed lists of prospective,
-.Patron ticket buyers.
Then, Thursday. the tickets arrived
and with their distribution to the
committee members, the actual sales
were underway.




In an interview this morning, Rice
said his family will be moving to
Thomas E. Rice
Murray sometime in June.- RIC*
commented that he is "pleased to be
associated with the Tappan operation."




shows are $10 a set and entitle -one
person reserved seats near the center
ring for both night's performances.
They also provide for preferred
parking near the Exposition ('enter.
and the chance to be in the same
reserved seating for the dedication of
the Center which will take place
• Saturday night.
The Patron tickets purchases are tax
deductible and provide the initial funds
tor the further preparations for the'-
event.
In addition, individuals purchasow
Patron tickets will have their names
included in the program for the show
Patron Ticket Sales committee
members inilude the followinv
Charles Walston. Nancy . Walston.
Sharon Brown, etrolyn Lee. Judy
Carroll, Norma Frank. ,F:1
Christopher. and Patsy Oakley
Others include lies Waldrop, Jan*.
Prince. Pat Binford. Max Hurt, It I.
Ward, Kenneth Bilifver, tiuy Hil inlet
and Owen BkIlington. ;is IA ell ,v,(
,Biondurant, Jots., Dick. Wilson Gantt.
barold Keller. Buel Stall .I h-‘4.4,s
obblefjeld, }lee art Tdsvt of-ft! and II.
T Waldrop.
PLANNING—Charles and Nancy Walston heck user the patron ticket
buyers list for the 1977 Kentucky State Charity Horse Shots to be held Mar 20-
21 at the West Kentucky Livestock and Exposition (enter;
stain Photo to, Pro. 5%..rto
C
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Lynda Broach Crowned As
If
TOPS Club Queen At Meet
TOPS No. Kentucky 34
Murray had a special
ceremony at the March 15th
meeting when the chapter had
its first TOPS member to
aduate as a KOP at the local
fleeting.
:Lynda Broach t Mrs. Dar-
nell was the member who
%qui her fight and reached her
'..!Oal that her doctor had set for
itr. The chapter leader,
!COrice Holzchuh, planned a
Jeautiful graduation as well
a crowning of Lynda, the
lub's 1976 queen.
The queen received gifts
from the club, her own crown,
swag, red roses, trophy, and
gift certificates as well as the
admiration of her TOPS pals.
Several other awards were
given to TOPS members who
won in their division. TOPS
had other members who are
KOPS but-they-c-tiose_ to
graduate at the SHD (State
Rally Day i.
The installation of new
officers will take place at the
meeting the first week in
April. Each one who is in-
terested in losing weight
sensibly is welcome to attend,
a spokesman said. The
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The "Best Picture of the Year" Academy Award
Winner has been on a Murray Theatres Screen each of
the last 4 years on Academy Awards Nite-
1974 - The Sting - Cheri
1975- The G-pcl father Part II-Cine















at seven p. m. at the Calloway
County Health Center.
Geneva Lee, Edith Hut.'
chens, Lovell McClure, and
Hazel Johnston read tributes
they had written to Lynda.
The club's photographer, Lou
Key, made a movie of both
ceremonies for Lynda which
will be shown at a later date at
the club.
The following is a copy of
the "Success Story" written
by Lynda and read by the
club's weighing recorder,
Dian Boyd, at the special
ceremony for Lynda. With the
permission of Mrs. Broach,
her "Success Story" is as
follows
-my Success Story" •
"Is Fat A Fact"
"My Struggle To
Better"
I have never been one- for
writing what I feel, but I will
try and tell my story as best I
can.
Is Fat A Fact? This is a
question I've` asked myself
many times behn'e I finally
realized that f was over-
weight.
I don't know how you feel,
but I told myself mpny lies
before I was willing tcftccept
the fact and try my best to
"Beat The Battle of The
Bulge."
It may sound a little horrid
but there is no other, way to
explain being plain old fat. But
one thing I do know, if it hadn't
been for TOPS and God giving
me the willpower I would
never have made it- And I onl • 
hope each and every TOPS
Pal will have the -chance to be
in my place tonight, and to be
able to 'know, and saj, at last
I've made it.
- -And I -am giving a special
Thanks to Verna who finally
got me to start TOPS. I know
she has worked very hard and
I hope I will be able to see her
crowned Chapter Queen one
day soon.
And in closing I would also
like to say, "If I could give my
TOPS Pals anything it would
be willpower, because I know
from my own experience it's a
Number One if you are really
sincere about losing."
But just remember if you
really fight it, and fight hard
you will make it, each and
---every-one of- yotr, just- as.I did.
and I hope you all will be as
proud_ haul as happy_ as 1. am..






A gioup of about fifteen 7th
graders, the class of Mrs.
Rebecca William, :from the
North Elementary School
made a visit on Friday af-
ternoon to the Murray -Art
Guild on an exploratory art
tour. -
J. C. Goodman gave them a
short demonstration on how to
paint a landscape and in.
troduced them to the color
wheel. They looked at the
paintings of Guild Members
that are on display.
The Murray Art Guild,
located at 103 North 6th St. is
open from 12:00 to 4:00
Tuesday through Saturday
each week and , the public is
invited to visit -at any time
except on Thursdays when
classes are in session. In-
dividuals may drop in at any
time but a group planning a
visit should make an ap-






Murray TOPS Club will
meet at the Health Center at
seven p. m.
Carter School PTA will meet
at the school, cafeteria at
seven p. m. with science
projects to be on display..
Blood River Acteens will
have a mission study at
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
at seven, p. m.
Wednesday, MarCO
Bowling for senior piPzens
will be at Corvette Lanes at
1:30s. m.
Meals for senior citizens will
be served at twelve noon at
. North 2nd Center.
Murray State 'will play
North Dakota at one-p. m. and-
University of Chicago at three
p. m. at Reagan Baseball
Field.
Senior recital by James C.
Patton,' bluldri, trumpet,
will be at m. at Farrell
Reeital Price Dore Fine-
Arts Center, MSU.
Murray Sub-District Youth
fellowship will meet at the
FirsL --United Methodist
Church, Murray, at 7:30 p. m.
Wednesday, March 30
Ladies day luncheon will be
served at noon at the Oaks
Country Club. Call Ada
Roberts or Freda Butterworth
by Tuesday noon for reser-
vations. Bridge will be at -nine





and First Grade for' fall 1977
will be at both schools from
eight.'._ain to  three p m 
Hardin Senior Citizens will
have a work day from 9:30 a.
m. to three p. m.
Doubleheader baseball
game with Murray State vs.
North Dakota at one p. m. and
Murray vs. University of
Chicago will be at three p. m.,
both at Reagan Field.
- - - -Thursday, March 31.....
Pre-registration for kin, 
dergarten and first grade_ at
Carter and Robertson Schools
will continue from eight a. m.
to three p. m.
Regional FBLA Conference
-eight a. -nr to
eight p. m. in Lovett
Auditorium, MSU.
Cindy Hartwell; piano, will
present her piano recital at
the Fine Arts Center, MSU,
8:15 p. m.
'Murray State will pliy
North Dakota at one p. m. and
Purdue University at three p.
In. in baseball at Reagan
Field.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a. m. to three p. m.
for activities by the- Senior
Citizens.'




Crusade Open House for, all
volunteers to get packets will
be at Holiday Inn, Murray,







Mrs. Ruth Potts and Baby
, Girl, Route 1, Murray, Mrs.
Charlotte Nicholas and Baby
Girl, Route 1, Benton, Ronald
E. Burkeen, Route 4, Murray,
Miss Kimberly Arm Kemp,
--Route 7,--tturraT% J-o'3ph 1t
Gamblin, 113, South 13t
Murray, Mrs. Joanne Ha -
cher, 803 Vine-St., Murray,
Jlininy A. Tripp, .1610 Sunset,
Murray, Mrs. Ruby Kay
Garner, Route 3, Murray,
Mrs. Pauline H. Knott, Route
4, Murray, Mrs. Peggy J.
Bray, 112B Walnut Ct'.,
Benton, Miss Cindy M. Spann,
1511 Parklane Dr., Murray,
Mrs. Mary H. McCuiston, 316
North 6th Murray, Robert
Swift, Route 1, Box 212, Almo,
Mrs. Pearl Elkins, Route 2.
Hazer, Mrs. Curtis C. Bouldin,
Route 1, Kirksey, Mrs. Vaudie
Edwards, Box 4 Kirksey,




Per Pose In Living
Color






118 S. 12th 753-0035
Free Parking In Rear




Baby Boy Sorrels (mother
Caron), 717 Poplar, Murray,
Baby Girl Cochran (Mother
Carolyn), Rt. 7, Murray, Baby
Boy Bell (mother Michelle ),
Rt. 4, PariS, Tn.
DISMISSALS
• Mrs. Margrette A. Enoch,
Rt. 1, Box 191, Hazel, Mrs.
Verna G. Brantley, Box 290,
New Concord, Mrs. Jessie M.
Lawson, Rt. 1, Mayfield, Mrs.
Carlon Elkins, Rt. 3, Paris,._
Tn., Mrs. Johnnie -L. Taylor,
Rt. 7, Murray, Mrs. Ruth E.
Pasco, 306 N. 14th. Murray,
Mrs. Brenda I. Satterwhite,
Rt. 1, Box 28, Murray, Joseph
G. Cowin, 1508 Story, Murray,
Plomer H. Barnes, Rt. 5,
Cadiz, Mrs. Susan M.
Woodward, Box 804, Mayfield,
Mrs. Betsy D. Clark and Baby
Girl, Rt. 8, Box. 206 Benton,
Mrs. Donna J. West and Baby
Boy, Rtd,Secialia, Mrs. Kitty
L. Williams and Baby Girl, Rt.
6, Box 209, Murray, Williams
T. Bucy, Rt. 1, Buchanan, In.,
Mrs. Mary E. Barrow, Rt. 5,
Box 2357, Murray, Mrs. Sheryl
L. Cook, .1.302 Hilltop,
Mayfield, Mrs. Jerline
Coleman, New Concord, Mrs.
Birdie R. Ross, 14_1, Kirksey,
Mrs. Sarah Lt- Williams, New
Concord, Mrs. Reba J.
Roberts, Rt. 5, Box 287,
Murray, Mrs. Flossie M.
Snow, Rt. 3, Benton, Mrs. Ella
Ross, 511 1st. St., Murray,
Mrs. Loree S. Doyle, 124 N.
15th.,..Murray, Mrs. Mary F.





Baby Boy Gamlin ( mother
Sandra, Rt. 1, Puryear, Tn.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Mary L. Younger, Rt.
2. Paris, Tn., Mrs. Wanda S.
Willoughby, Rt. 3, Box 175,
Murray, Mrs. Carol A. White,
. -Murray, TVIr9.13-renda K.
Stratton, Rt. 1, Hardin, Mrs.
Freda K. Barrow, Rt. 3-,
Murray, Mrs. Bonnie L.
Nelson, Rt. 1, Almo, James R.
Johns, Jr., Hart Hall, Murray,
Mrs. Ivergene T. Dublin, Rt. 1,
Dexter, David Cunningham,
Jr., Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs. I. Sue
Conner, Rt. 1, Benton, Charles
K. Mott, 314 So. 13th. St.,
Murray, Mrs. Rhonda K.
Egerton, Lake Barkley State
Park, Cadiz, Jason R.
Almand, 1510 Clayshire,
Murray:William J. Green, Rt.
5, Murray, Ruford Perry, Rt.
1, Almo, Bruce V. King, Rt. 8,
Murray, Mrs. Elanda J.
Trotter, Rt. 7, Box 138
Murray, Mrs. Eula L. Mc-
Carty, 1010 Doran Rd.,
Murray, Urie F.. Kelso, Rt. 7,
Box 455 Murray, Mrs. Emma
Emerson, 610 Hurt Dr.,
Murray, G. C. Burkeen (ex-
pired), Rt. 1, Almo, John






Baby Girl Wisehart (mother
Margaret), Rt. 1, Almo, Baby
Boy Hopkins (mother Neva),
P.O. Box 52, Hazel,
DISMISSALS
Miss Louise Hopkins, 205
Molton, Hickman, Miss Stacey
Y. Sutton, Rt. 1, Hardin, Mrs.
Karen L. Freeman and.Baby
Boy, Rt. 7, Benton, Mrs.
Carolyn F. Cochran and Baby
Girl, Rt. 7, Murray', Mrs. Pam
J. Alexander and Baby Girl,
Ft. 6, Murray, Mrs. Linda G.
Bean .arvi Baby Boy, 909
Pogue, Murray, Mrs. Regina
Veazey and Baby Girl, Rt. 2,
Puryear, Tn., Miss Krista A.
Stalls, 603 Vine, Murray, Mrs.
Hazel J. Fulton, Rt. 7,
Murray, Miss Tina M.
McKinney, 1803 Wiswell Rd.,
Murray, Miss Carla L. 'Bar-
nett, Rt. 3, Murray, N. Wayne
Hopkins, Rt. 6, Murray, Mrs.
May A. Dalton, 413 S. 12th.,
Murray, August W. Kasai, Rt.
1, Springville, Tn., Isaac D.
Brandon, Rt. 1, Almo, Mrs.
Iva Brandon, Rt. 1, Almo,
Mrs. Iva Brandon, Rt. 1,
Hazel, Homer G. Lovett, 753
Riley Cts., Murray, James H.




Two from the same family
have the distinction of being
"Outstanding Citizen of the
Year." These honors came
nine years apart, however.
We'll have to guess which one
made the other an honored
citizen. Dr. C. C. Lowry was'
the selection of the Murray
Chamber of Commerce last
year. His wife, Betty, was
honored in. 1967 with the
distinctive-ti 
 
Grove 126. Betty and -Crft
continue to work en-
thusiastically for the corn-
44111••••
returned, snatched the tip,
and left. Strange way of
getting money.
The Murray High School
-ebeerte-a-d-ers *performed
beautifully at the "Sttlet
SiXteen" state basketIVall
tournament. Their beauty and
routines added to the,, en-
tertainment and spirit of the
Murray gang. Had I been a
judge, they. might. have won
18, 1881 -by confession and
baptism, accordhig to minutes
of the First Christian Church.
In preparing copy for the
church history, I found Mr.
Stubblefield's record this
week. He is buried in Bowman
Cemetery east of and ad-
joining the Riviera Court. His
homeplace, formerly owned
by Dr. W. G. Nash, is now the
property of Murray State
University. Ameaument to
Mr.-Stubblefield-a 'memory--is
located on the west side of
Wrather Hall across the street
munity. players and cheerleaders from the former inventor's
gave all they had to make a home,
good showing.
Seeing them win their first
event In the tournament was
worth my drive there,
sleeping five in a room with
three teenagers, grand-,
daughter Lore„Landolt, Amy
-Doran and Bet'sy Gore and
Earline Doran. Quite a feat for
me who lives quietly -most of
the time. But it IS grand-
mother's joy to be asked by a
younger granddaughter to go
with her and her friends. First
chaperoning since I retired
from teaching ten years ago.
Others I caught a glimpse of
at the tournament were Mona
Purdom, the Hunt Smocks
(their daughters are
cheerleaders); the Brown
Crouches; Jean Lindsey; the
Robert Hopkins; the Bailey
Gores;  Becky Peebles 
(cheerleader coach); the Ted
Billingtons; the Charles
WaLston.s; Philip Tibbs and
daughter, Kim; Vernon
Shown; Mike Brandon (sports
editor who did a superb job);
Dr. Hal Houston; John Tom
Taylor, the Robert Glin Jef-'
freysi Joe Pat Ward.
Mrs. A. Carman, local artist
and leader in the Guilcl Center
on North Sixth Street, like alof
of us who try to maintain our
homes and yards called to talk
retently. What interested me
most in our ideas on progress
was her suggestion that some
promotionist organize -and
build a condominium for the
widows here who are tired of
handling the details of living
in their own homes.
Now that spring is here, the
dead limbs are falling, wild
onions are having a festival
and the dandelions are
preparing for a mass
production. Leaves are in the
gutters, in flower beds and
shrubs. There is the replan-
ting of shrubs that-have died in
the freezes. The widows are
dirty and paint is needed all
over or in patches. Grass will
need mowing' all summer.
Gardeners are scarce. -
Mrs. Carman reviewed the
advantages of living in a
condominium - Owning your
own apartment in the joiepy
owned complex; no upkeep;
privacy, security, recreation;
good neighbors; no window
washing, and freedom to go
;and come and know that
property will be cared for.
Tip snatching is a way of
getting money the easy way,
maybe. Recently I observed a
group of military men having
breakfast in the Pancake
House here. I don't know who
they were or where they were
stationed. They were dressed
in fatigues as was their leader.
One-by -one--the-.young men
finished eating, went to the
_cash regi.uter. to pay for the -here-
meal. I noted the man in
charge left a tip - folding
money. The denomination I
could not see. As the troop was
leaving, one young soldier
Bride-elect Complimented
first -in----the --contest. The--
'players and coaches andie
coaches' wives, parents of
Five weeks after his
grandfather's death, Robert
Clinton Ar was born in
California. Capt. (Ret.)
Robert W. McElrath, the
grandfather, had hoped to live
to see his only grandchild. You
may remember that his death
and his connections with
Murray appeared in 'Ma
column recently. Marjorie
M'ajors, (Mrs. William),
jlobert's sister, has recently,
returned to her native home
Nathan B. Stubblefield, the
Murrayan who discovered
wireless telephone or radio -
became a Christian on August
At Calvary Temple Church
Miss Donna Barger, bride-
elect of Dale Elkins, was
honored with a household
shower held on Sunday, March
13, at 2:30 p.m. at the Calvary
Temple Pentecostal Church of
God Fellowship Hall.
The hostesses for the special
occasion were Mrs. Debbie
Clendenen and Miss Theresa
Barger. •
The bride-elect opened her
many gifts and refreshments
were served by the hostesses.
Thirty-two persons were




Columbia, Mo. - Trina Lee
Nicks, daughter of-Mr. and
Mrs. James, D Cochran, 732
Fairlane-Deive, Murray, has
achieved the Deans' List with
high honors for the first
semester at Stephens College
in Columbia,.Mo.
Students who attain high
honors finish at least the
equivalent of four full courses
and achieve a grade point
average of 3.8 to 4.0, the
highest possible grade.
A,
Stephens is a four-year,
residential women's college
which offers bachelor of arts,
bachelor of fine arts and
associate in arts degrees in
varying time options of two to
four years. Its 1,687 students











Let The Church Reach Out
REVIVAL
First Baptist Church, Murray
March 27 - April 3
7:00 a.m. and 7:00 p.m.
Evangelist
Rev, Charles H. Harris
Pastor, First Baptist Church
Smyrna, Georgia
MusicIkrector
Mr. Gus Robertson, Jr.
Murray, Ky.
SPECIAL MUSIC AT ALL SERVICES
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Children at the monthly campout of the Twin takers
Good Sam Club at Kenlake KOA Kampground, Aurora,
March 18, 19, and 20, were, left to right, Denise Ever-
smeyer, Ginger Graham, Cheryl Herndon, Kelly
Crawford, and Gina -Herndon.
•
Guest speaker at the meeting of the Hazel Woman's
Club was Mrs. A. C. LaFollefte, right, governor of the Fir-
st District of the Kentucky Federation of Women's
Clubs. On the left is Mrs. Jackie Butterworth, president
of the Hazel Club.
Mrs. LaFollette
Speaks Hazel Club
Mrs. A. C. LaFollette, past
president of the Murray
Woman's Club and now ser-
ving as governor of the First
District of the Kentucky
Federation of Women's Clubs,
was the guest speaker at the
meeting_of the Hazel Woman's
Club held on Thursday, March
17, at seven p.m. at the Dees
Bank of Hazel.




Four year job shop ek-
perience, veterans with
machine shop ex-




General Federation of the
Women's Clubs and used the






By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Your reply to MOTHER, whose daughter
w as one of the few not invited to a classmate's party,
missed a point I think is important.
----Air. anted the:party inv itatae1 not have
passeclout at school unless the whole class was invited, but.,
the incident should have been used as an object lesson.
This world is full of rude and thoughtless people, and life is
often a series of snubs, disappointments and frustrations,
which children should learn to handle early.
Eleven-year-olds who have not learned how to deal with
rejection have been overprotected. and overprotected
-c-h-iktr-en-de-Yetop-intoadults who can'E,-cope with everyday
life.
Parents should not shelter their children from common
occurrences, and they shouldn't be too sympathetic. And
above all, they should never try to soothe injured feelings,
with a gift or. reward.
It's too bad when a child is "left out," but when this
happens—as it surely will—he shouldn't be allowed to
wallow in self-pity or indulge in "get-even" tactics.
GRAMMY
DEAR GRAMMY: You make a good point. Overprotect-
ed children do develop into adults who can't cope with life's
every_day problems. But to deny or repress our true
feelinge instead of accepting them and dealing with them
is unhealthy.
Feeling "hurt" when rejected is normal at any age, and
nothing to be ashamed of. Unfortunately, our society and
culture has made a taboo of crying in public.
DEAR ABBY: You recently printed a letter from
TIRED whose husband didn't want to be bugged about
how-ehold maintenance.
My husband also bardIV knows how to change a light
hull) So I tinker with the plumbing, hang shelves, fix
broke-iv-locks. -e-tc
There is a difference, however. My husband was willing
barn the basic safety procedures of shutting off power.
gas and water, in case of emergency. Children should learn
these things. too. Everyone who lives in a house should be
able to act km,wledgeably in an emergency.
PETTY
DEAR BETTY: A sensible idea. Safety precautions
should be a family responsibility.
DEAR ABBY: How do you address mail to couples who
are living together but aren't husband and wife? I just
can't address a letter to "Mr. Jack Jones and Miss Valerie
Johnson." And it wouldn't sound too good to address it,
-Mr. Jack Jones and Shack-up." I'm not condemning it. I'm
just confused. -
Can I just leave dff the last names and address it to Jack
and ‘'alerie?
It is certainly a problem that needs to be put straight.
How about it, Abby? Please give usinld-fashioned folks
help
D.D. IN SAN DIEGO
DEAR DI).: Address mail to "Mr. Jack Jones and
Valerie." Or "Valerie Johnson azui Jack." .
Wilkinson gave the devotion. For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-agers Want to
Members planned to attend Knou," send SI to Abig_ail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr
the district meeting at —Beverly Rills, Calif. 90212. Please enclose a long
Paducah on March 26. self-addressed, stamped (2411 envelope
Appointed to the nominating
committee were Mrs. Gerald
Gallimore, Mrs. Phil Liddle,
and Mrs. Dale Nance. Mrs.
Steve Knott, Mrs. Gerald Ray,
and Mrs. James Latimer were
appointed to the scholarship
committee. • •
The club planned a clean up •
day for the Hazel Community
Center. on March 4.. Plans,
were also made to fee the
Hazel Alumni on April 9 for a
money making project. •
Hostesses for the meeting
were Mrs. Nancy Simpson and
Mrs. Dale Nance. Also
present, not previously
mentioned, were Mrs. Max
Parks, Mrs. Butch Elliott,
Mrs. ToRuny Paschall, Mrs.
Joe Thompson, and Mrs.
Hughes Bennett.
Overweight? 1
Quiet Diet Revolution Has
Reached Calloway County...
But is creating a loud noise in communities in Western
Kentucky recently introduced to HaturSlim. Bob Dunn of
Holland Drugs lost 9 lbs. Pharmacist John Casey of Mem-
phis lost 21 lbs. in only one month. In just 2 weeks Phar-
macist Res,Mitchell of Memphis lost 12 lbs., and Marilyn
Ratliff lost 20 lbs.! They are living proof that NaturSlim
really works, if you are sincere about losing weight.
Since September, literally thousands of Kentuckians
have been introduced to NaturSlim. According to Wordlow
Steele, representative for NaturSlim in West Kentucky
and Tennessee, the program has had such a tremendous
response for several reasons: •100°. natural - no drugs,
shots or artificial ingredients of any kind.
•No exercises
•No meetings
etto hunger pangs or starvation diets
the HaturSlim powder blended with milk or juice, provides
two nutritious, satisfying meals a day. The third meal of
the day is almost unrestricted and can consist of many of









If NaturSim is not yet available in your neighborhood,







 Frances Drake 
FOR WEDNESDAY, MARCH
What kind of day, will
tomorrow be To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 201 eriet
Certain members of the
family may seem to be
hypersensitive, on the brink of
serious rifts. Try to smooth out
their differences — but with the
utmost diplomacy.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 211
This day could have its siz-
zling moments. You will do well
to maintain an even, systematic
pace and procedure, no matter
what pressures may be upon you.
GEMINI 114,-May 72 to June 21)
You may be able to put over a
good deal, conclude a profitable
transaction. At least, steps
toward such ends can be
initiated. But don't press;
maneuver cautiously.
CANCER
June 22 to July 23) 1181e)




Attainments pow will spark
more gains in the future.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 231 ti2fic7.
Day could find you the
recipient of some special
recognition, perhaps a gift or
bonus of some kind. Whatever,
there is definite public reaction
to your efforts.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23i
Continuing good influences
stimulate your ingenuity,
creativity and personality. Be
careful, however, not to go to
extremes in anything.
LIBFtA
Seot. 24'to Oct. 23) 11--rl
Care needed in routine ac-
.tivities. Make no drastic
changes arbitrarily, and be
especially careful about details.
There's a tendency to let the
mind wander when it shouldn't.
SCORPIO
Oct. 24 to Nov. in 22 *.e'/tir. -..
A sudden flash of intuition in a
romantic matter will be right on
target Follow through and
t‘
30, 1977
recent barriers to happiness
will fall.
SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) ,evp
A good word from the right
source may enable you to gain
the recognition you have been
waiting for. Business and
financial matters favored
CAPRICORN
'Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Avoid hasty judgments. Look
more closely at all situations
There may be values not seen at
a cursory glance.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
An immediate -follOw-up on
certain plans and projects
recently begun will be im-
portant now, since you have the
"go" sign in all endeavors
PISCES
1Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Don't block opposition that -
could eventually be converted
into support. Work
diplomatically to bring it
around.
YOU BORN TODAY have
been endowed with a fine mind,
unasual versatility and almost
boundless ambition. On the
minus side, however, you are
inclined to be selfish, overly
aggressive and intensely
stubborn. Also, you put too
much value on material con-
siderations in mapping out your
goals. Try to curb these .traits
since they only stand in the way
of your progress. And you have
so much going for you that it
would be 3 shame if you allowed
such negative characteristics to
offset the value of your many
talents. So many fields are open
to you that you may have dif-
ficulty in choosing but, once you
have found your proper niche in
life, there are no limits to the
heights you can attain. You
could succeed in business or the
law — which may lead to
statesmanship; could also bean
outstanding actor, writer.
Fashion design and interior
decorating also may appeal to
you. Birthdate of: Paul
Verlaine, French poet; Vincent
van Gogh and Francisco Gcya.
world-renowned pnters;
Warren Beatty, film star.
Thr Murra,
Ledger to Time%
Members of the Twin Lakers Good Sam Club are shown at the potluck dinner held
Sunday, March 20, to climax the monthly campout at the Kenlake KOA Kampground,
Aurora. Harold Eversmeyer cooked the fish for the noon meal. A chili supper was ser-
sed on Saturday night with J. B. and Jo Burkeen as wagonmasters and Jimmy and
Marilyn Herndon as assistants. Nis Crawford conducted the vesper services on Sunday
morning,. Pictured, left to right, seated, Sharon Graham, Beth Wilson, Ruth Eversmeyer,
Betty Wagar, standing, jimmy Graham, Nix Crawford, J. B. Burkeen, Ned Wilson,
Marilyn and jimmy Herndon, Margery Crawford, Harold Eversmeyer, Jack Wagar,
Norette and Bill Hill. Also attending but not in the picture were Jo Burkeen, John. and
loan Bowker, Hunter and Winnie lose, Patsy Black, and Cliff and Betty Atwood of
Hopkinsville. ,1 •
PADUCAH PATIENT
Miss Teresa A. Jones of
Murray Route Three has been
dism from the Western
Baptist çHospital. Paducah.
PATIENT AT PADUCAH
Mrs. Newell Doores of
Kirksey Route One has been a
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LERMANSAN it mai be a Ion time
'till you see prices as low as these!
COMPLETE FAMILY DEPT. STORE
Come to Our
USE OUR LAYAWAY










































1 7 99 others to
35.00
L 6) Pick your Favorite
New Spring Purse . 5 up
Mens Short Sleeve Classic
DRESS SHIRTS
Smart Look Popular Colors
Care Free Perm,' press Fabrics
14-17 5.
; Long Sleeve 6.99
Others
3 Pc Mens Ties 3.00. ;
Vest &U)













Head & Neck Scarfs
Ass't Prints & Colors
2/$3.
RCM
Children & Misses DRESS 199
OXFORDS-PATENTS-SANDALS ‘1 up
Womens Casual SANDALS



























Choice of Spring Colors
17Sizes 8-18 '$25. Values •
PULL-ON PANTS




$4REG. TO 6.99 •





R. Gene McCutcheon, editor
.114,
Editorials and upino,natect artic IN, page art' prrsented tor
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CPHE Report
Causes Concern
The state Council on Public
Higher Education ( CPHE ) will
meet in Frankfort Wednesday
to discuss at least one topic
which has created much local
concern:
The "hot potato," as it was
called in a story in Sunday's
Louisville Courier-Journal &
Times, is a staff report which
defines areas of academic




mailed a copy of the report last
week, the LouiFville newspaper
reported in its copyrighted
story. The Courier-Journal
obtained a copy of the notryet-
released report last week, the
story said.
What concerns us, as well as
several other local citjzens we
have talked with, is the in-
dication in the Louisville
newspapers' story that the staff
report recommends that
Western Kentucky University
become The sfate's teacher
college; that technological
programs be concentrated at
Eastern Kentucky University;
and that Murray State
University become a liberal
arts college with a con-
centration on Murphey's Pond
and Kentucky Lake.
MSU President Dr. Con-
stantine CUrris told us, and
rightly so, that he does not want
to comment on the matter until
after the discussion at
tomorrow's meeting. He did
say, however, that the CPHE
will only discuss the report
tomorrow and that no action
will be taken.
"My initial impression is that
we will not be hurt," Dr. Curris
added. -We're trying to be
cautious and not jump off the
deep end (until after the report
is discussed at the meeting),"
he added.
We hope Dr. Curri& is correct
— that the impression left with
us by the Courier-Journal &
Times story is exaggerated.
We feel Murray State's
teacher education and
technological programs are
vital to the university and the
region as well. -
These programs should be
advanced as soon as -possible,
not cut back as reportedly
suggested by the CPHE staff.
Garrott's Galley
It's Home Sweet Home For
Mrs. Erwin This Weekend
• By M. C. Garrott
The folks out in the South Pleasant
Grove section of the county are looking
forward to this weekend. One of their
good neighbors, Mrs. Hub (Eva) Erwin
will be coming home after three weeks
in a Nashville hospital recovering from
injuries suffered- Jan. 5 in an
automobile accident which,took the life
of her husband.
Mrs. Erwin has been in traction with
a badly broken leg until just last
Thursday when she was placed in a
special cast and brace. Her ride home
will be in an ambulance.
Also injured when their car over-
turned in a ditch near Nashville while
they were on the way to Florida for a
winter vacation were her daughter and
son-in-law, Mary Frank and L. W.
Paschall. They both were in the same
hospital for two or three weeks before
returning to their home on the corner of
South 15th and Vine Streets here in
Murray.
Meanwhile, Mrs. Erwin's children —
Joe Tom, Mrs. Judy Parker, Mrs.
Dianne Gallimore, Billy, Rob and Mrs.
Paschall, as well as Billy's wife, Gerry,
and Rob's wife, Wanda, and a host of
nephews and nieces have been taking
turns staying with her at the hospital.
One of more of them have been with her
every night.
Joe Tom reports his mother in good
spirits, able to stand briefly and
anxiously looking forward to being in,
the familiar surroungs OTher home
again.
hospital so far from home seemed
almost unbearable for her. Now, it's
almost all behind her, and she's coming
home.
Letter To The Editor
Five Councilmen, Former Member
Disagree With Chrisman's Opinio
( EDITOR'S NOTE: The following
letter is written in response to an Open
Forum by Murray Common Coun-
cilman H. Ed Chrisman which ap-
peared on this page last Thursday. This
letter, signed by five present council
members and one former, council
member, takes issue with- some of the
items discussed by Chrisman. )
Dear Editor:
Council, and on each member of the
Council, with the exception, of course,
of the interviewee, who seems to hold
the view that he is possessed of some
special insight into the way things
ought to be run — an insight he ap-
parently does not feel to be shared by
the more ':common" of the Common
Council Members; people who perhaps
are unworthy to serve with those
---We—the---undersigned—would like_to_chasPn  few_who_ sit on the "Meant
express an opinion concerning your Olympus" of Administration.
recent "interview" with Mr. H., Ed His interview is filled with innuendo
Chrisman. We feel his comments were and a statement that "some council
in extremely poor taste and reflected members" fail to serve the public and
adversely on the Murray Common-- fail to offer "constructive" thoughts
Echoes From The Past
Column of historical and Afenealogical
anecdotes. stories and ant us' notes.I
Written By Judith A Ilaupin
CERULEAN SPRINGS
One of the oldest settlements in this
end of the state, settled in 1782 or 1783,
is the village of Cerulean. This' com-
munity, originally called Cerulean
Springs, lies in the northeast corner of
Trigg County, bounded on the north and
east by Christian County and on the
west by Caldwell County.
The people who settled here were
basically hunters at first, having been
originally attracted to the area by its
heavy stands of timber, which sup-
ported deer and other wildlife. Later
these people settled into an agrarian
way of life, clearing the land, biitldine-
cabins, and planting crops. Robert
Goodwin had been part of the original
exploration party led by Andrew
Jackson in about 1780. He later brought
his family back and settled there,
forthing the first known settlement in
the area, east of the Cumberland River,
at that time.
By 1810, the town boasted a water
mill for grinding corn, a blacksmith
shop, and two distilleries. Later, the
chief attraction, from which the town
derived its name, was a Mineral spring
from which issued water thought to
have great curative powers. It came
from a place at the bottom of a hill.
Judging from its name, one might
expect the water to be a clear blue, but
it was a milky white.
An early description of this water
described it as "strongly impregnated
with both sulphate and chloride of
magnesium with soda, bicarbonate of
lime, and free sulphuretted hydrogen."
The first trails led to this spring, since it
was a favorite watering place with both
man and beast. Tile temperature of the
water never varied, staying at a con-
Stant 56 degrees, and issuing forth at
the rate of about a gallon per minute.
It was said that the milky appearance
of the water, the result of its
magnesium content, did not appear
until after the "shakes" of February,
1812. Its "Fine medicinal properties"
may go undisputed, but I reserve the
right to argue with the statement that
-when almost overcome with thirst and
heat," people could "drink to satiety
without oppression." Considering the
high percentage of magnesium in the
water, it is difficult to accept that last
statement; it would seem that the
water would be about as refreshing as a
large dose of milk of magnesia.
The spring became a type of pioneer
resort in the 1820's, when some small
cabins were erected for the cortifort of
visitors. Later, around 1880, a more
pretentious establishment, in the form
of a resort hotel was constructed, which
was large enough to accommodate
several hundred guests in some degree
of comfort.
It was believed that the village of
some hundred souls, as of 1884, was
destined to become a major resort as
soon as the proposed railroad was
completed through the county. This was
not to be, however. About a year ago, I
visited the town of Cerulean, with the
aftn,of finding this spring which I had
read •,about. After passing through the
sleepyI4tle town, which still seems to
have let.han a hundred inhabitants,
and passA the railroad (witch
evidently was completed), I located the
hill where the resort had been. There
was no longer any sign of a building —
only a house site covered with un-
dergrowth, with several paths leading
down the hill to the spring.
The spring was still there, but its
volume had decreased over the years to
a trickle. After descending the flight of
steps in the concrete structure which
was built to encase the spring, one sees
a small—about 6 inches square—pool of
milky water which very slowly over,,.
flows and runs down the hill. This is alt*
that is left of what was to have been
"one of the most pleasant and at-
tractive places of summer resort in the
West."
and suggestions. We would ask that Mr.
Chrisman write another article to
enlighten us all with the specific
"constructive" things that he has
managed to produce, not only during
the past 15 months, but since he has
been a council member. We do not
speak here of things such as the
"consolidation of departments for more
efficiency and reduction o,f overall city
personnel " which he lauds in his ar-
ticle as being progressive. We do not
desire that he cite these ac-
complishments because we know, even
if some of the taxpayers may not, that
Mr. Chrisman and the administration
fought to prevent these very actions
from taking place.
We would not like for Mr. Chrisman
to include in his list the Central Billing
and Central Purchasing proposals
because these have been goals which
-have arisen from Council Committees
on which he does not serve, and are
actions which represent the
cooperation which occurs among most
of the other Council Members.
Mr. Chrisman might list some of the
accomplishments of the Police Com-
mittee of which he is Chairman: ac-
complishments such as the handling of
the missing bond money which was
finally, after many months of rumor,
brought up for discussion on the floor of
the council by a councilman who was
not even a member of the Police
Committee (after the matter finally
was brought into the open an in-
vestigation was held, but nothing was
ever found, and no money was
recovered).
Mr. Chrisman might fist his repeafeT
attempts to convince the Council that
they should approve the purchase of 21
police cars. He evidently considers this
to be constructive, although much of his
demonstrated pee Vishness seems to
arise from the failure of most council
members to rubber-stamp his
proposals.
We shall all be waiting with bated
breath for Mr. Christman's list — his
record so to speak, for it is the record of
an individual's accomplishments that
should count, not a shopping list of
grievances, real or imagined, against
other council members, and not a list of
things achieved by other Council
Committees, many of which the in-
dividual concerned has actively op-
posed and now seeks credit for.
s Sincerely,





Buel E. Stalls, Sr.
Bible Thought
Jesus' love for His children is not
a passing experience; it moves on
into all the' eternities of tomorrow
He that loveth his life shall lose
it; and he that hateth his life in this
world shall keep it unto life eternal.
John 12:25.
Washington columnist Jack Anderson
has written many reams of copy about
hidden microphones, telephone
wiretaps and cloak-and-dagger es-
capades in our nation's capital and
around the world.
In opening his remarks the other
night at Murray State, and while ad-
justing the standing microphone to his.,
height, he quipped:
"It's good to be talking into a
microphone that you can see."
+++++
In commenting on his reputation as a
syndicated columnist, Anderson struck
another humorous note when he told a
story he said former Secretary of State
Kissinger liked to tell in describing the
writer's style of reporting. It went like
this:
When Kissinger came to Washington
as secretary of state, Anderson was the
first newsman to line up an interview
with him. Naturally, the new secretary
was cautious and didn't want to do or
say anything which would cast an
unfavorable shadow over him or his
office in the minds of Anderson's
readers.
Familiar with the secretary's
background and his somewhat of a
reputation of being "a swinger,"
Anderson asked at one point in the
interview:
"Mr. Secretary, have you had an
opportunity to visit any of the night
clubs in Washington?"
Kissinger, very apprehensively and
defensively parried the question and,
responded with, "Are there any night
clubs in Washington?"
In reporting the interview a few days
later, Anderson noted near the
beginning of his column:
"The first question the new secretary
of state asked after arriving in
Washington was: 'Are there any night
clubs in Washington?"
+++++
If you want to, see the world's largest
n— popcorn ball, you'll want to go out to theWest Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center on College Farm
Road Friday and Saturday for the
Optimist Club's big Popcorn Bonanza.
The big popcorn ball is planned for
eight feet in diameter
Proteeds from the two-day program
will be applied toward the establish-
ment of a football program at Calloway
County High School, so it's all for a good
cause and deserves the support of us
all.
On -Friday -have- -a -cak-vn
contest, crowning, I presume, a Pop-
corn Queen who'll probably be popping
out all over, and a Popcorn Ball.
Saturday, there'll be a tennis tour-
nament on the Murray State courts and
a softball tournament. From 10 a. m. to
2 p. m., a lunch of beans and cornbread,
two of my favorites, will be served, and
• from 2 until 6 p. m. there'll be a big
Bluegrass Festival of all kinds" of
country music and stuff.
The featured event of the Bonanza is
a 44heel drive pull, beginning at 7 p.
m.
It all sounds quite exciting and dif-
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Murray Ledger & Times Editor
With April Fool's Day just around the
corner (it's this Friday, so be
prepared) the following zany claims
reported by the Aetna Life & Casualty
insurance company seem appropriate.
We got a kick out of reading these
true but hard-to-believe claims and
hope you do, too.
0+0
One guy was flagellated with a frozen
fowl.
, A motorist experienced the
misfortune of having his teeth run over
by a truck. A forlorn farmer's cow was
kidnapped and held for ransom.
These are some of the zany — but true.
— insurance claims culled from among
the more than 20 million cases handled
last year by Aetna Life & Casualty.
Consider first the butcher who found
himself the victim of "fowl" play when
a disgruntled employee assauled him
with a frozen chicken. Responding in
kind, the butcher smacked his em-
ployee with a pullet, and a major fracas
ensued. Within minutes, the air was full
of naked, icy bodies. -
The not-so-cold war suddenly ended
when the employee stumbled over a
petrified rooster and broke his leg.
Then there was the modern-day
Minuteman whose Bicentennial zeal
went a bm-far. WhilCre-enading the
Battle of Bunker Hill, he got carried
away and, with his bayonet, rammed a
Redcoat in the rump.
A battle of a different sort erupted in
New York, when a woman motorist
slowed her car to avoid hitting a pack of
stray dogs. The mutts returned her
kindness by jumping all over the car
and scratching up its paint job.
0+0
The cool voice of reason did not
prevail in Chattanooga recently, where
a gas station owner thought a motorist
was taking his advertised "Free car
wash with fill-up" too literally,
After topping-off his tank with an 87-
centrgas purchase, the man drove into
the station's automated car wash, only
to be confronted for payment when he
emerged.
The motorist refused, one word led to
another, and the station owner lowered
the overhead doors of the car wash,
announcing he intended to keep the
driver locked up "until I get what's
corning_ to  me." He didn't _have long to_
wait.
This irate customer quickly ac-
commodated him by hopping into his
car, revving up the motor, and crashing
through the closed glass doors to
freedom.
But not all motorists last year
escaped the perils they encountered.
A San Francisco driver was in tears
when he reported that his brand new
luxury car — equipped with very ex-
pensive water bumpers front and rear
— had been hit broadside in a parking
lot.
0+0
Some motorists don't even have to be
driving to find trouble.
A New Jersey man, after lunch in his
car, removed, his dentures. A heavy
sneeze seized him, the dentures flew out
the window and, as the wayward
choppers bit the dust, a passing vehicle
squashed them.
Winner of the "George Whipple
Broken Fingers Award" was the Toe
Tough Toilet Tissue, built of such
sturdy stuff that it refused to disin-
tegrate, causing septic tanks to dog.
Picture the dilemma of the store
owner whose mannequin (reportedly )
kleked—it customer. The— customer
couldn't see any humor in the situation
and filed a claim.
And then there was the rancher
whose cattle acted like pigs. Tired of
their bland and never-changing diet,
they wandered off the open range in
search of fancier fare. They found a
neighbor's vegetable patch to their
liking, and promptly trampled down
her fence to get to it.
The neighbor, ,less than sympathetic
with the boVine intruders' goals,
lassoed a cow and threatened to hold it
for ransom until she was reimbursed
for &mates. A' suggestion by the
claim agent that the ASPCA might take
exception with her action led to the
animat's speedy release.
0+0
A young Milwaukee citizen sporting a
face full of hair had his pride singed
recently while consuming a local
tavern's house specialty. Drinking a
concoction called a "Flaming 151," the
flame licked his face and ignited his
beard.
A quick-witted bartender, taking his
cue from the Three Stooges, swiftly
brought the flames undelr control with a
heavy spritz from his seltzer gun.
"The moral of the story," wrote the
agent in reporting the claim, "is that
people with beards shouldn't drink fire-
water."
10 Years Ago
Presented safe driving award&by the
Southern Bell Telephone Company
were F. Livers, H.H. Hurd, J. B. Bell,
A. A. Poole, A. Burrow, B. J. Wade,
R.E. Moody, C. D. Shupe, B. F. Marvin,
J. D. Bell, W. P. West, and S. Sexton, all
of the installation and maintenance
department of the company.
Deaths reported include Ben Bell,
age 73.
Representing Calloway County at the
meeting of the Kentucky Federation of
Homemakers at Lexington are Mrs.
Alfred Taylor, Mrs. Lowell Palmer,
and Mrs. Barletta Wrather.
Births reported include a girl, Jen-
nifer Lynn, to Mr. and Mrs. Johnny
Graham on March 20.
Miss Mary Annette Parks and Harry
J. Betts, Jr., were married March 22 at
the First Christian Church, Murray.
Rick Hill, Mike Wilkerson, Suzette
Johnson, and Betty Holsapple, mem-
bers --the Debate Team, Calloway
County High School, coached by Larry
Dunn, presented the program at the
meeting of the Kirksey PTA.
20 Years Ago
Danny Duncan, junior at Hazel High
School, has been awarded the 1957
Game Guy Award for the physically
handicapped athlete who overcame the
gre,atest obstacle in Kentucky sports.
He will be presented the award at the
meeting of the Kentucky Education
Association in Louisville. Duncan has
played basketball all season in spite of
a right arm crippled by a polio attack.
He has the fifth highest scoring record
in Calloway basketball play and has
averaged sixteen points per game.
The Faculty String Quartet composed
of Roman Prydatkevytch, first violin,
Josiah Darnall, second violin, David
Gowans, viola, and Neale Mason,
violoncello, will present a recital April 2
at Murray State College.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Halton Charlton on March 17.
Today the regular..farulties. of the
Murray Elementary Schools are being
replaced by parents and friends who
are members of the Parent-Teacher
Association in observance of Teacher
Appreciation Week.
Let's Stay Well
Q: Mrs. RW, asks what causes
the on on the neck and back to
turn red in areas and to have an
aviociated prickly sensation. The
trolible is worsen-during tense
situations, during physical exer-
tion and when entering a warm
room. Some relief comes when
cold water is applied to the
affected areas.
She wonders if the problem Ls
due to something lacking in the
body_
A: Judging from your descrip-
tion, the signs and symptoms
are due to changes in the
amount of blocd coming into the
skin, with the redness and
prick* sensation being the result
of temporary enlargement of the
blood vesseLs The condition is
similar to blushing_
Blotchy Skin
By FJ L Blasingarne. MD
Such changes are much more
apt to - occur in some persons
than in others. especially in those
who are sensitive and react
keenly to other people. During
adolescence and young adult-
hood, such reactiins are often
more obvious than in older per-
sons. Sometimes. 'expnsing the
skin to excessive
make the flushing changes more
troublesome. If this is the case, it
should be avoided,
lich symptoms are not rel-
ated to any deficiencies in the
txxl Wearing light clothing and
keeping cool should be of help
The use of cosmetics for mask-
ing the appearance can give
temporary help Insight that
comes from realumg the skin
changes are not serious will help
to bring relief and to lessen the
problem's seventy and related
anxiety'.
Dry Sugar for Hiccups
Q: Mr WT. is troubled with
bouts of hiccups and wants ''-to
know an effective cure.
A: Hiccups (hiccoughs) may be
a sign of some other disease that
brings an irritation to the
diaphragm, a muscular partition
between the chest and the abdo-
men. Therefore, if you have not
done so. I suggest that you see a
physician for a complete
checkup on your general health
if you are troubled with
prolonged, recurrent attacks
As you know, holding your.
breath, drinking water.
Blasingame
breathing for a while into a
paper hag, and a do7en other
tricks have been suggested as
treatment The reason so many
"remedies" have came about is
that hiccups, which often stop
spontaneously, may- cease dur-
ing a particular treatment and
leave the impression that
whatever was being tried was
effective-
About five years ago, several
physicians reported in The New
England Journal of Medicine fa.
vorable results in stopping hic-
cups by having their patients
hold a teaspoonful of dry sugar
in the mouth untiliihe sugar dis-
,!ves The dase can be repeated
later if hiccups start again..
; irinatagr rya, FAL:,
•
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ROSES STORES, NC
PAPER PRODUCTS
... for all around the house
Coronet Towels - Pretty, heavy duty towels that
last long. 125, 1-ply sheets. 85-sq. ft. total.
Coronet Napkins - Soft, pretty napkins for
everyday use. 180, 1-ply napkins per pack.
Delta Toilet Tissue - 6 roll package of softly,
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s r erif ler
CLEANING
PRODUCTS
A Fluff® Fabric Softener
Fabric softener that also freshens and
eliminates static cling 64-11 oz
2,8 oz.
C Fantastik® Spray Cleaner
A spray cleaner that cleans on contact No
rinsing needed 32-ft oz
Dow® Bathroom Cleaner.
E.lathroom Cleaner cleans and shines your
whole room 17-fl oz
E Texize® Pine Scent
FuN strength cleaner that deodorizes, too
From Texize* 28-fl oz
F Glass Plus®
Glass, appliance and cabinet cleaner
Cleans without streaking. .22-II. oz
G Texize® • Spring Scent
All purpose cleaner that oeuoonzes too
Fresh spring scent* 28-fl oz
H All® Liquid Detergent
Liquid heavy duty detergent for all
washables 32 n oz
The Buys are Great . . .


























The man S deodorant soap
for eervone Fresh








HOUSE rpiirat0.4,*(1,10-att (.41,8 97
NO BUGS M' LADY®
No stir, no mess wall paint dries
in 1/2 hour. Variety of colors.
House paint has built-in primer.,
and dries in one hour. White
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Fokfing travel alarm boo,
Features large easy ro






rotary volume, 25. '
speaker and handstrap
Also Includes 9-volt battery
Stops Squeaks
• Still *Protects Metal
• Prot 'Loosens Rusted Pe"'t,
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WD-40
Stops, squeaks, protects
metal and loosens rusted




Pre-softened paste wax Gives
long lasting protection and easy









Additive which helps clean and
protect engine parts, reduces
















Pre-softened paste wax with
special applicator, Long lasting













Helps keep valves, lifters 8 rings
free from sludge & deposits







brewer and shelf paper that's pretty and











Oen tows4 miltenai of Fa-
tral• and Cotton 40.- 41.





Extra strength for extra pan
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Chrome final, wall mount
mode, Stimulates soothes
and massages Replaces
old shower Reed ,n minutes








No butt car wax Just wipe and Vinyl Top Dressing cleans vinyl
shine for rich beauty Easy squirt tops to look like new again 7-oz
bottle 16-ft oz. (net wt)
Spit-Fire®
$1
Helps prevent spark plug foubng
Cleans and protects fuel system
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- The Most
Popular Fashion
Item of the Day . . .
2-Piece Gaucho Sets
15 47 TO 
19
95
Gaucho Sets in a variety of fabrics in-
cluding polyester, cotton calcutta, kettle
cloth or denim. A popular fashion in a
variety of styles with short sleeves,
muscle sleeves and vested looks. Styles,
sizes and prices to please every fashion
conscious womarl A range of colors in
sizes 8 to 18 or 5 to 13.
WHITE HANDBAGS588REG.
7.97
White vinyl handbags in a variety of styles
featuring separate compartments and shoulder






Gloves for men, women, or boys. Complike selec-






Perfect fitting stretch panty hose of
100% nylon. They have a special rein-
forced center seam. Fits 125 to 160-lbs.
Avadable in Charmy Vefteen shade.
PANTY & PANTY HOSE
ROSES 77SPECIAL ¢
PRICE
Panty and Panty Hose all in one. Made of stretch...
nylon with cotton crotch. Sizes A dr B in Suntan or
Taupe. •
A great duo to put together for casual wear . . .
Nylon Knits or Fashion Pants
97 '88,AIR
EACH
100% nylon knit tops in white,
navy, black, blue, pink or maize.
All are comfortable and carefree.
Sizes S. M or L
BOYS' VESTED SUITS
25 97
100% polyester suits featuring 3-button
vest, jacket with detailed top stitching
and zipper, snap slacks with flare legs.
Blue or Baked Apple in sizes 8 to 16.
100% polyester with fancy 3-
button vest, solid jacket with
detailed top stitching and solid
flare leg pants with snap fly Peach
or Blue in sizes 4 to 7.
Spring Fashions and
Accessories for Everyone At




100% stretch nylon Shoe-hes with a
wide comfort top One size fits NI
Suntan or Coffee
- MEN'S OR BOYS
SOCKS.
Dress socks of orlon and
stretch nylon Many colors
to select from Boys' sizes
S. M or L: Men's one size
fits all.
GIRLS' TIGHTS
to 6X 6 to 10
1" 196
.*On tights avaolable in red navy, Maize






Clip-on toes for boys ages 8 to 18 100%
polyester for easy-care Mary stripes patterns or
solids
283
Fashionable pants in a variety of
fabrics including polyester and
cotton/polyester blends. Lovely
styles in a. great range of colors.
Sizes 5/6 to 17/18. Slightly
irregular.
• • • • • ..... • • • • • •
ADVERTISING
MfiCHAND$E POLICY
The palcv of Ross* la Is nos sort
selorissd nom In dock If for souse las-
sassailis moo Ine 104111111180 oaf
camndes Is roof In dock Ross e
moo • rain ono* on *MAO SO 000
be mod lo macho* Ms rnarchandss
al Ins ads *Os Own Its onsronsnds•
* mules% or commas** no
dune's* .41 bro ofeand d a cow
WO* roduced Woe II la Ms Pons*
roman of Ross • to backup our






Dress shirts of polyester and







100% polyester clip or or 4 in hand bias tOr men
Select from many colors and patterns to hightsjH
your weedrobe
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Bucs' Parker Sets Sights On
Winning NL's Triple Crown
By ALEX SACHARE
AR_Sgtorts Writer
Dave Parker has an am-
bition.
'I'd like to win the triple
crown before my career is
..urtar#" said the . slugging.'
outfielder of the Pittsburgh
Pirates. "I mentioned it once
or twice in the clubhouse, and
some of the guys made jokes
about it. But I don't think it's a
joke."
The idea of leading the
National League in batting
:iverage, home runs and runs
batted in, all in the same year,
is beyond the realm of
imagination for most baseball
players. But not the 6-foot-5
Parker, who combines power,
speed and a good batting eye.
"One of these years, I'm
going to hit a lot of home
runs," said Parker. ̀ That's











CHOOSE FROM A WIDE
RANGE OF GE UNITS
GE HAS THE LOWEST
CONTRACTOR PRICES
crown. I know I'm capable of
hitting .350 and driving in a lot
Aif runs."
Parker hit .313 with 13
homers and 90 RBI last year
and looked to be,in midseason
forte-R-1M ethibition game
Mbriday. He belted a home
run, a double and two singles,
driving in four runs, leading--
the Pirates past the Chicago
White Sox 6-4 in 12 innings.
Parkes fifth home run of
the spring came in the ninth
Mning and tied the score 3-3.
The Pirates scored in the top
of the llth on Bill Robinson's
sacrifice fly, but the White Sox
tied it in the bottom of the
inning on Bob Coluccio's RBI
double.
Parker then drilled a two-
run double in the 12th to win it.
It was a big day for hitting
all around the exhibition
circuit.
Milwaukee collected 22 hits
off four Cleveland pitchers in
posting a 16-9 victory,
reaching Indians starter Jim
Bibby for 12 hits and 11 earned
runs in less than two innings.
The Brewers belted five
homers, two of them by Sixto
Lezcano including a grand
slam.
Bobby Valentine's three-run
blast highlighted a six-run Al McGuire could not ex-
Ttglittririntng that liftett-Sati-pTalif-il"e-coThilnitily er110
it after Monday night's 67-59
victory over North Carolina
gave him the national
championship in his last game
as a college coach.
"I honestly don't know what
happened to our team," said
McGuire after winning his
first NCAA championship.
"Maybe they stopped listening
North Carolina Four-Corner
Backfires, Marquette Champs
Diego past California 11-10;
Darrell Evans and Willie
McCovey hit two-run homers
in San Francisco's 9-5 victory
over Seattle; Roger Freed's
three-run shot in the seventh
inning helped St. Louis beat
Cincinnati 7-5; Ed Goodson's
two-run homer keyed a seven-
run rally in the eighth inning
that carried Los Angeles past
the New York Mets 9-8; Jim
RiCe-S- three-run homer
powered Boston to a 4-2 vic-
tory over Toronto; Jim
Sundberg's ninth-inning
homer gave Texas a 6-5
decision over Minnesota, and
Art Gardner's 10th-inning
blast lifted Houston over
Montreal 9-8.
In other,games, Jerry
Tabb's two- single with two
out in the 1 h gave Oakland
an 8-7 dea n over the
Chicago Cubs, rookie Tim
Corcoran's RBI single in the
10th helped Detroit nip the
New York Yankees 6-5, and
Andy Hassler and Greg
Shanahan combined on an
eight-hitter as Kansas City
blanked Atlanta 2-0.
ANOTHER ONE-Big Don Walker mode good of this swing for
a two-run homer in the sixth inning Monday as Murray State











Complete with Coffee Of Tea.




Complete with Coffee or Tea.








We invite you to check our menu. You will find
something for everyone in the family at every
meal. You will be pleased at our new service
policy and the pleasant surroundings. The
Palace, a Murray tradition with a new at-











ATLANTA (AP) — For a
team that was going nowhere
earlier this season, the
Marquette Warriors certainly
ended up in the right place.
An enigmatic, inconsistent
team, Marquette reversed its
field dramatically at the right
time and followed its own
yellow brick road to the top of
the college basketball world.
to the coach."
McGuire, who is retiring
from basketball to go into
private business, never
thought he would be in the
NCAA playoffs this year,
much less be wearing the
winner's crown.
But his team played
mistake-proof basketball
against North Carolina, giving
him the long-sought title.
-I think they fell apart in the
second half," McGuire said of
-Tiloith-Catiirtriii. "We 'hung In
there."
If any of McGuire's 404
victories in his career could be
called a "coaching" victory,
this one might be it. Even
McGuire admitted to playing
a determining role in the
outcome, something he
usually does not do.
When North Carolina made
a spectacular rally in the
second half, the Marquette
coach called timeouts at
crucial moments, trying to
stop the Tar Heels' IMMO-
tum.
"Once the avalanche came
and we were tied, I tried to
stop the avalanche by delays
and I called some timeouts,"
said McGuire. "Usually we
try to do it with contact lens
timeouts or something like
that: You-have to-stop the
momentum no matter what."
There was, another in-
telligent, if more subtle ploy,
used by the brainy Marquette
coach. When the Tar Heels
went into their patented four-
corner offense after coming
back from a 12-point deficit
and tying the score, McGuire
found something else with
Tearful McGuire Ends Career
On Highest Possible Plateau
By NORM CLARKE
AP Sports Writer
ATLANTA i AP ) — The
moment was too much even
for the tough old street fighter.
Al McGuire buried his face in
his hands and tried to hide the
tears of joy after his last
hurrah.
•1 sat there and thought of
all the lockerrooms, the dirty
jocks, the pals, and the other
things that a New York street
fighter knows when growing
up," said the retiring
Marquette coach.
McGuire climaxed his- 20-
year coaching career Monday
night by directing the
Warriors to their first NCAA
basketuall championship with
a 67-59 victory over North
Carolina.
McGuire, leaving coaching
to enter the business world,
got a fitting send-off from the
Warriors.
-We wanted to give him
something special to
remember," said center
Jerome Whitehead, a catalyst
in the Warriors' late-season
rush that ended with the
national title.
McGuire, a non-stop
showman who ranki- among
the game's most entertaining
figures, watched the Warriors
weather a mid-season slump,
then stage a whirlwind finish,
winning 10 straight games, in
becoming the first in-
dependent team in 11 years to
win the NCAA title.
"It doesn't seem real," said
McGuire. "You know you
Roger Freed Homers To
Key Cardinals By Reds
ST. PETERSBURG, Fla. (AP). — Roger Freed, who
cracked a three-run home run to lead St. Louis to a 74
exhibition baseball game over Cincinnati is one of several
former Reds on the Cardinals who will-be joined shortly by
another.
The Reds traded outfielder Joel Yotuigblood to the Cards
the same day. The hot-hitting second year malor leaguer will
be playing for Manager Vern Rapp. Rapp managed
Youngblood at Indianapolis in the Reds farm system before
moving to the Cardinals.
It was Freed's second home run of the spring against his
former teammates.
The game was finished by relief pitcher Clay "The Hawk"
Carroll, another former Reds player. "Just great tote back
in the big leagues," said Carroll. "Spent a year in the minor
leagues over there." Carroll spent last season pitching for
the Chicago White Sox of the American League.
The Reds, back at .500 at 9-9 this spring, face the Texas
Rangers at Tampa, Fla., today.
The Reds piled up a four-run lead in the second inning on a
pair of singles, a two-run double by Bill Plummer and Car-
dinal pitcher Pete Falcone's two run throwing error.
The ,Cardinals scored in the second on a double by Ted
Simmons, a single by Keith Hernandez and a sacrifice fly by
Ken Reitz. They made it 4-2 in the fourth on a single by Reitz,
a stolen ha.se and a balk by Cincinna,ti starter Santo &Lula,
and Lou Brock's ground out.
In the seventh inning, liony Scott singled, Simmons singled
and Freed unloaded the home run.
Citrus League At A Glance
By The Associated Press
Monday's Results
Houston Ni( 9, Montreal (No
8, 10 innings
Boston At 4, Toronto !A) 2
Texas At 6, Minnesota (A) 5
St. Louis Ni( 7, Cincinnati
(N) 5
Pittsburgh (No 6, Chicago
I Ai 4
Los Angeles r No 9. New York
I N )
Kansas City At 2, Atlanta
(No 0
Oakland !Al 8, Chicago r Ni.
7, 10 innings
Milwaukee (At 16, Cleveland
(A) 9
San Francisco !No 9. Seattle
I A ) 5 •
California Al 11, San Diego
!No 10
Detroit IA, 6, New York . Ao
5, 10 innings
Tuesday's Games
St. Louis !No vs. Houston
at Cocoa, Fla.
Los Angeles (N) vs. Montreal
(No at Daytona Beach. Fla.
New York' !A t vs. Toronto
rAi at Dunedin, Fla. •
Chicago i,A) vs. Kbnsas City
at Fort Myers, Fla.
Pittsburgh (No vs Detroit
IA) at Lakeland. Ha.
Texas • At vs. Cincinnati • Ni
at Tampa, Fla.
Minnesota At vs. Boston At
at Winter Haven. Ha.
Cleveland ( A! vs. San Fran-
cisco (No at Phoenix
Oakland r Al vs. Chicago 'Ni
at Scottsdale. Ariz.
Seattle tAt vs. California !Al
at Palm Springs, Calif.
Atlanta (No vs. Raltinuore
Al at Miami, (no
Philadelphia 'Ni vs. New
York. I Ni at St. Petersburg.
Ha., tn
Wednesday's Games
Detroit (Al vs. New Yprk.(N)
at St. Petersburg, Fla.
Chicago (AO, split squad, vs.
Pittsburgh (N) at _Bradenton,
Fla.
Kansas City (A) vs. Phila-
delphia IN) at Clearwater, Fla.
Texas (Al vs. Toronto (A) at
Dunedin, Fla.
Baltimore At vs. Cincinnati
IN) at Tampa, Fla.
St. Louis (N) vs. Los Angeles
N) at Vero Beach, Fla.
Montreal (N) vs. Atlanta rNt
at West Palm Beach, Fla.
New York vs. Boston (A)
at Winter Haven, Fla.
Oakland rAo vs. San Fran-
cisco (N) at Phoenix
Milwaukee (A) vs. San Diego
(No at Yurna, Ariz.
Seattle At vs. California IA/
at Palm Springs, Calif.
Chicago (N) vs. Cleveland
I A) at Tucson, Ari7„ tnt
Houston (N) vs. Minnesota
At at Orlando, (n )
think about something like
this, but ... "
To the end, the 47-year-old
McGuire was -a sight to
behold, a rumbling volcano
always on the verge of ex-
ploding.
Even a pregame motorcycle
ride, his favorite pastime, did
not help.
Three minutes into the
game, he stormed off his
sideline chair and kicked the
scoring bench. He spent the
rest of the game limping. But
that did not keep him from
directing traffic in his
flamboyant style.
He roamed like a nervous
cat. He shouted directions to
his players, jawed at the
referees and covered his eyes
in pained agony when the Tar
Heels erased a 12-point
halftime deficit and tied the
score.
"I tried to stop the
avalanche the best way I
could. I called two timeouts to
try and stop their momen-
tum," he said.
Marquette got a foothold in
the final minutes, then used 14
free throws —23 of 25 for the
game — to ice the victory.
"Right now I feel washed
nut" -McGuire sighed af-
terward.
Guard Butch Lee, whose
19 points paced the Warriors,
capsulized what the victory
meant to McGuire.
"He had all those teams
with great records but they
didn't go very far. To give him
something like this in his last
season is a dream. When I saw
him crying with five seconds
left, I elbowed Bo Ellis. I
didn't want him to miss it. It
was great," said Lee.
"I'm not ashamed to cry,
it's just that I dOn't like to in
front of people," said
McGuire, who spent 13 years
at Marquette. "I don't usually
get into the silk-lace
situations."
which to strangle them.
• "I kept my big men around
the basket so they wouldn't be
able to score anything easy
inside," said McGuire.
The four-corner offense had
been a boon to North Carolina
all season, but it turned into a
bust this time. Carrying the
momentum of the game, the
Tar Heels apparently lost
what they had at this point.
After theif gallant rally tied
the. score 45-45, they slowed-
down the tempo and even-
tually lost the handle of the
game.
North Carolina, which got
several easy shots off the four
corners in Saturday's
semifinal victory over
Nevada-Las Vegas, could not
do the same thing against
Marquette. After holding the
ball for almost three minutes,
the Tar Heels finally got off a
shot inside by Bruce Buckley.
But it was blocked by
Marquette center Jerome
Whitehead, and the ball went
the other way.
That set the trend for the
rest of the game.
The Tar Heels tied the score
again 47-47, but that was the
last time they were even with
the Warriors. Two foul shots
by Butch Lee and a field goal
by Jim Boylan provided
Marquette with a four-point
lead and McGuire's boys
eventually built it to 10 at one
stage late in the game.
Lee finished with 19 pointh
and Boylan and Bo Ellis had 14
each while Whitehead con-
tributed 11 rebounds. Walter
Davis led North Carolina with
20 points and Mike O'Koren
had 14.
Marquette's victory had
added impact because of the
team's erratic season. The
Warriors lost seven games
this season — and no other
NCAA champion in history
can claim that dubious
distinction.
At one point, when
Marquette dropped three
stright games and skidded to a
16-6 record, McGuire all but
gave up hopes of going to the
NNAA playoffs In his last
year.
But while McGuire was
giving up hope, his players
were not. Led by Elks and 
Lee, the Warriors began
playing more consistent ball
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Thank-You
We would like to take this opportunity
to express our appreciation to the
people and firms that provided services
and material for our Annual Gvitan
Pancake Day.
Gibson Locker Mont
r Paducah Bottling Co.
v Same: Sykes 1$1embing











p•-• Sears Roebuck 1. Co.




The Murray Civitan Club
"Outside of my lucky suit, I
don't know what caused it,
except maybe the subs coming
through," said McGuire."
"Subs win tonntiments for -
you. The submust always
play over their capabilities."
The Warriors won four
straight games-- before a
season-ending, one-point loss
to Michigan. Their 20-7 record
was not McGuire's brightest,
but it got him into the NCAA
playoffs for one last fling.'
Now at the top of their
game, the • Warriors
humiliated a good Cincinnati




win the next two games — 67-
66 over Kansas State and 82-68
over Wake Forest.
That Iasi victory secured
the Midwest title and got the
Warriors into the final four.
Still, it was hard convincing
everybody that they belonged
there.
"Everyone who plays us
wonders how we beat them,"
said McGuire. "People look at
Marquette and they always
think they're better. But we do
what we must to win. We take
away the other team's rhyth-
m."
That was what happened in
Saturday's semifinals against
North Carolina-Charlotte. The
Warriors dictated the tempo
throughout and escaped with if
typically breathtaking 51-49
victory on a last-second shot
by Whitehead.
We'd like to show you





••• ••• • 1.000.1111.
16" Post Lube bar
• Automatic chain oiling
• Powerful 3.1 Cu in engine






• Powerful 3 1 Cu in engine
• 18. sprocket nose bar






• Big 3.54 cu in engine
• Heavy duty components
• Automatic chain oiling
• Perfect for 16 to 24 bal




• 50 cu in engine







































































FOOTBALL?—Greg Toofey goes barreling into North Dakota's catcher in a play at the plate.
Tooloy was called out. Watching the play is Don Walker who followed with a two-run homer.
(Staff Pietas by Mika trandon)
Bill Bradley Considering His
Future After Cage Retirement
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
NEW YORK (AP) —
Professional sports, says Bill
Bradley, are a microcosm of
life itself.
They involve travel, close




triumphs and tragedies," the
former Ivy Leaguer remarked
the other day, contemplating
his retirement from pro
basketball after 10 years with
the New York Knicks.
He will take his last shot at
he basket and whip his final
pass April 10 against the
Pistons in Detroit. '
And where does Dollar Bill
go from here? ,
"Politics probably, maybe a
business career — in finance
of some sort," he said. "I lean
toward politics but I have no
office to run for at the
moment. I will continue to be
involved. I have never quit
being involved."
Some say he has his eye on a
congressional seat. He lives in
Denville, N.J. He is a
Democrat.
Bradley leaves the big time
sports scene with no
recriminations for having
devoted a major part of his life
to the playing field while wars
and social issues in a changing
world swirled all about him.
"It has been fun and it has
been very educational," he
said. "I did what I enjoyed
doing. I didn't lose contact
with the human race."
Bradley has been one of the
most unique of athletes. Son of
a well-to-do banker from the
little river town of Crystal
City, Mo., he spurned scores of
basketball scholarship offers
to attend Princeton Univer-
sity.
At Princeton, he majored in
history and scored an Ivy
League record of 2,503 points.
He became a Rhodes Scholar




The Knicks, who had
drafted him out of Princeton,
spent two years nervously
wondering what road Bradley
would take. Pro basketball
appeared a comedown for a
bright young man whose
professors had said could
some day be President of the
United States.
Bradley signed a four-year
contract for a reported













"I thought I would play only
four years," Bradley said. "I
wound up signing single-year
contracts for the next six
years." His final year's salary
was said to be $300,000.
"It can be a trying existence
at times," he added. "The
constant travel, the sameness
of it all — the motels, steak
and potatoes every night,
salad with Thousand Island
dressing — and the loneliness.
"It's not like having an
apple tree growing up in your
backyard. But the advantages
far outweigh the disad-
vantages. The diversity of life
— you get it so fast.
"A, day in Seattle — open air
America. Reading the papers
in different cities. In San,
Francisco, it's the rapid
transit problem; in
Milwaukee, the brewing in-
dustry; in Houston, oil.
"Then comes the game
itself — moments of unequal
intensity, all coming together
at the end. You know you've
won. Everyone knows you've
won. It's a great feeling."
Hagan Denies Reports
Joe Hall May Be Fired
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Cliff Hagan, athletic director
at the University of Kentucky,
has assailed a CBS radio
report that said the school is
on the verge of replacing
basketball Coach Joe Hall.
Without attributing his
story, Brent Musburger said
Monday evening on his "It's
Sportstime" program that
Hall would be replaced by Lee
Rose, coach of the University
of North Carolina at Charlotte
and a former coach at
Transylvania University in
Lexington.
Hagan said the university is
-most satisfied" with Hall,
whose Wildcats finished the
season with a 26-4 record.
Kentucky was eliminated in
the East Region of the NCAA
Tournament by North
Carolina, which lost Monday
night to Marquette for the
championship.
Hagan called the report
"another sample of the type of
reporting that always seems
to crop up at the height of our
recruiting season, and that
such •reports are obviously
planted by someone trying to
The Grecian Steakhouse
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641 N. in Olympic Plaza
damage our recruiting."
He added: "I think Brent
Musburger and CBS radio owe
an apology" to Hall and the
university.
Hall also ridiculed the story,
calling it an example of
irresponsible reporting."
In his report, Musburger
said "Hall may be out of a
job" as Kentucky's coach and
Rose is the number one
choice to replace him.
"Hall is under fire in
Kentucky because his talented
Wildcats lost their regional
tournament to -rn jury-riddled
North Carolina."
Suspended
HALIFAX, N.S. ( AP ) —
Harold Phillipoff of the
American Hockey League's
Nova Scotia Voyageurs has
been suspended for two games
and Rochester Americans
defenseman Rick Hart
suspended for one for their
participation in a March 29
brawl.
Americans player-coach
Duane Rupp, goalie Jim
Pettie and forward Clayton




were assessed when the
bench-clearing brawl was
over at 4:56 of the game's
third period. When the
Americans left the ice and
refused to resume play
following the incident, referee




Cards, a long-time cyclist, died
of injuries resulting from a






" 13-4 On Season
Vangilder, Walker Key
'Breds To 7-1 Victory
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
North Dakota University
didn't find much southern
hospitality on the first day of
their spring trip to Murray
State University Monday
afternoon.
What they did find was some
fairly hot bats as they dropped
US Splits
THUNDER BAY, Ont. (AP)
— The United States gained a
split in its four-game
volleyball series against
Canada by winning the final
match Monday night by scores
of 15-13, 15-12 and 15-8.
The U.S. national squad won
the second and fourth matches
while the Canadian national
team won the first and third of
the set played in four cities.
nig series served as -a- waf- -
mup for both clubs, which are
entered in the world cup
qualifying tournament.
two games, losing 7-5 to
Chicago and 7-1 to Murray
State in the nightcap.
The Chicago victory was the
first of the spring trip for the
Circle campus.
Uainst  _Murray.. North
Dakoti6seemed baffled by the





brilliant control as he went the
distance to gain his second
victory of the young season.
Vangilder scattered six hits
while fanning nine batters and
walking just one.
Vangilder set the tempo of
the game in the top of the first
as he moved three North
Dakota batters down on
strikes. He finished the game
by fanning two_men in the
seventh.
In between, the Thorough-
breds used a couple of timely
hits and a few -timely" walks
(%11 RR timE,)
PORTS
Randle Has Wrong Type
Of Hit With Lucchesi
ORLANDO, Fla. 1AP ) —
Texas second baseman Len
Randle may have punched his
way out of a job, after decking
Manager Frank Lucchesi with
one punch Monday and putting
him in a hospital with a
concussion and a fractured
Cheekbone.
Randle had complained
about losing the second bage-.
job to rookie Bump Wills. He
said he walked over to Luc-
chesi pn the field before an
exhibition game to talk about
it and Lucchesi referred
him as a "punk." • --
Randle dropped Lucchesi
with one punch, a witness
said, then continued to rain
blows on the 49-year-old
manager. Shortstop Bert
Campaneris broke up the
scuffle, and outfielder Ken
Henderson had be
restrained by teammates
from going after Randle.
"I had one hand in my
pocket and the other one by
my side," Lucchesi said from
his hospital bed. "I was
looking down at the ground. I
never saw or knew what hit
me."
Later, a subdued Randle
said, "I never thought it would
come to this. I'm just not that
kind of person."
Rangers owner Brad Cor-
bett suspended Randle upon








Shoemaker Seed Co. 69 39
Astro Car Wash 61 47
Key Used Cars 59 49
Harpole's Grocery.,58 50
Crawford's Shell 56,, 5l
Paradise Kennels 55 53
J. T. Todd Used Cara 55 53
Srutp-On-Toots 534
..Corvette Lanes , 49 59
D. & D. Body Shop 47 61
Don's Auto Repair 44 64
Carlos Black Jr Painting  42 66
High Team Game (SC1
Shoemaker Seed Co  628
Key Used Cars  606
Crawford's Shell 
High Team Game I HC
Shoemaker Seed Co  866
Harpole's Grocery 
Crawford's Shell 
High Team Series tSC
Shoemaker Seed Co 1726
Key Used Cars  16*
Paradise Kennels  1622
High Team Series ( HC,
Shoemaker Seed Co 2266
Paradise Kennels 2109
Snap-On-Tools  21&I




WO Ind. Game HC)
Pat Scott  Zt.
Nancy Todd , . ...... 227
Sondra Rice . 7 ..... 2:4
High Ind. Series
Pat Scott  s•ta
Nancy Todd  51'
Lois Smith  4W.
High Ind. Series 4IC




Lois Smith . ...... .... t€7
Sondra Rice  166
Pat Scott 10:
Margaret Morton 157
Nancy Todd . . 151





susia'nsion will be the subject
of a hearing among team
executives.
-My only wish is that I was
10 years younger so I could
handle this situation myself,"
Lucchesi said.
Doctors admitted Lucchesi
f 1. at least 24 hours. They said
he suffered a cerebral-
('olicussion, a triple fracture of
the cheekbone that could
require plastic surgerw, a
lacerated lip and an un-
determined back injury.
First Child
ROCKFORD, Ill. (AP ) —
01Apic gold medalist skater
Janet Lynn has given birth to
her first child by Caesarean
section and is expected to be
released from Swedish
American Hospital on Friday.
Dustin gatrick Salomon was
born Sunday to his 23-year-old










from North Dakota's pitching
staff.
In the first Wiling, the first
four batters for the 'Breds all
walked before Stan Giesler it
a sacrifice fly, marking the
Jirst ti the ri been hit 
fair in the game. But the next
two Thoroughbred hitters
were retired and Murray had
a 2-0 lead after the fitst inning.
North Dalwta's only run off
Vangilder came ,in the fourth
Trade Made
TAMPA, Fla. (AP) — The
Cincinnati Reds traded pinch-
hitter Joel Youngblood to the
St. Louis Cardinals for minor
league pitcher Bill Caudill.
Youngblood batted .193 last
season while appearing in 55
games. Caudill was 6-15 with a,
4.45 earned run average last






Danny "Little Red" Lopez and
No. 7 bantamweight contender
Alberto Davila have joined
Manager Benny 'Georgino's
stable.
The two boxers signed with
Georgino Monday.
Previously, both were
managed by Howie Steindler,
who was found murdered near
his home three weeks ago.
Lopez was the only World
champion Steindler ever
managed.
on a walk, a stolen base and a
single.
Leading only 2-1 going into
the home half of the fourth, the
'Breds scored three runs to
give Vangilder some working
,eeerft, e •
Ted Poe led off the frame
with a walk and Reidland
freshman Bruce Austin got his
second single of the game, a
blooper into right.
Second baseman Terry
Brown reached on an error,
scoring a run, while John
Siemanowski and Stan Giesler
each had RBI singles in the
inning.
In the last of the sixth, the
'Breds scored their final two
runs.
With one out, Greg Tooley
singled and stole second but he
was cut down,.at the plate
when Stan Giesler singled. But
senior first sacker Don Walker
got the run back and another
one when he belted a pitch into
rightcenter for a two-run shot













The 'Breds had eight hits,
two more than they had all
day Saturday when they split
a league twinbill with Middle .
Tennessee. ,
Murray, now 13-4 on the
season arid T-1 in die OVC as
are all the teams in the
western/division of the league,
will play Chicago and North
Dakota today and Wednesday.
On Thursday and Friday,
North Dakota, Purdue and
Brown will all be in town.
Saturday. the 'Breds Are at
Western Kentucky for a
league twinbill and will return
to Reagan Field Sunday to






















: FAR LANDS TRAVEL ACEMICI
FOR TOURS, CRUISES, HOTELS MOTELS, CAR RENTALS,
ALL YOUR TRAVEL NEEDS-
No Charge by us.














With the Yaz(x) Front Cutting Commercial Mdwer; -
it's like cutting your lawn in half, or even more.
Because you don't follow up with a walk-rnower. You
trim as vou mow.
•
010
You cut under low-hanging shruhs in a series ol
nimble passes. mans times faster than a man with
a walk mower. hl 11101 t_!1.aS5 or low .
Aim cut a clean radios iwcund a tree or a- pole
wit h itil stopping. Clean-trim pi.wids. -
emhankipents. curbS. Arotind flower beds. pipe
stant Is. under lynches. alinig t' ills a nil tences.
in 6.4 itticrN.
1..j5111.,! a siilt1)le,sht11 leVet. %MI liii /‘e
ti+rward or„hackward with ‘our linger-tips. and
steer with sour other hand. Ver‘ precise. ‘er‘
eas‘. And when you.re through riding. 56u're
i i‘k
Compared to the belk-slung mower. the ii tile
von sa‘e is alriu)si tillbellet able. .
\ lost ot the hest-known 110NILOWNEK mowers will ciiststill
!mire than a comparable•siic t'ONISILKUI U. Yilto,).
IsAer‘thMe on a YaftS1 is industrial grade: there is no com-
promise. In residential use. it should last Not' a litetime.





























Visit With The Ariens,














let - John Deere 20"
PUSH MOWER ($185 Value)
2nd - Rotor Shear



















Greencraff Ariens v Yazoo
v John Deere v Toro Weed Eaters
v Ace Weber Bar-B-Que Grills
v Remington Chain Saws v Pioneer






With 12" Bar -
— Look For The Red Tag Specials Throughout The Store—






New engineering refinements bring performance up on this
second generation Whirlwind®
Modified engine. A modified' Briggs & Stratton air-
cooled. 4-cycle engine operates at a lower rpm, gfving
91995
—For 3 Days Only
you fuel economy and quieter performance
Safety plus. Toro strengthened the gear box to
handle extra stress and installed a lock-out device to
help protect against accidental starts on the self
propelled Whirlwind
For Spring-through-Fall
lawn care, get A
Grassmaster
from Toro
Toro engineered the Grassmaster for Ciomplete Spnng 
through
Fall lawn care
1. Bags clippings. Strong polyester bag holds 2'.4 
bushels
Bag is in rear instead of at side, so-you can maneuver 
along
edges, in and out of tight spots. without snagging
2. Mulches. Just pull a handle to mulch your lawn into
finely chopped clippings. which recycle to provide
valuable nutrients
3. Vacuums leaves. Wind-Tunnel.' housing
vacuums dry leaves from your lawn to eliminate
raking, then chops them up to reduce
their bulk.
Visit us scoan and see the do it-all
(;rosster
Rocket
Tillers In 7 & 5 H.P.
Jet Tillers In
6 CP., 4 H.P.,
31/2 N.P. and
the 2 H.P.
Look closely at what the
































You get top quailty and an outstanding selection
with John Deere Tools Socket sets, wrenches.
pliers, serewdrivers toolboxes, tool chests,
and ,rr(uch more. And. if you break a John Deere















The Lawn & Garden Business
is not a sideline with
us..."When you buy











Big savings now on selected
John Deere products
If You have any











CIVIL NO. C 76-0101-P
I At UNITED STATES OF
AMERICA PLAINTIFF
vs. ORDER FOR SER-
VICE BY PUBLICATION
, ROBERT G. SMITH, ET
Al. DEFENDANTS
On motion of plaintiff,
United States of America,
for an order requiring the
appearance of defen-
dants, Robert G. StiuTh--
and Patricia A. Smitn,
and it appearing that this
is an action to enforce a
----Lien---uPon-- -feet -PrePerlY-- —
situated within this
district and described as
follows.
A tract of land lying and
being in Callaway County,
Kentucky, in Sections 8
and 9, Township 2, Range
3 East and being more
particularly described as
beginning at a point in the
north right of way of the
old Murray-Mayfield
Road, said point being the
southeast corner of the
Billy Carroll property;
thence in a northerly
direction and along the
Billy Carroll property for
a-distance of -330 feet to a 
stake; thence in an
easterly direction and
parallel with the old
Murray-Mayfield Road
for a distance of 113 feet
to a stake in , the CloVis
Badell property; thence
in a southeasterly
direction and along the
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line for a distance of
approximately 350 feet to
a point in the north right
of way of the old Murray-
Mayfield Road; thence in
a westerly direction and
along the north right of
way of the old Murray-
Mayfield Road for a
distance of ap-
proximately 147 feet to
the point of beginning and
containing one (1) acre,
more or less.
Robert G. Smith and
) Venal -A, -SmMI
tamed title to the above
described • property by
deed from Dolphus
avistAibury, Sr-, eLux,
dated the 16th day of
October, 1973, and of
record on Microfilm in
Book 153, Cabinet 1,
Drawer 5, Card 83, in the
office of the Clerk of the
Calloway County Court.
It FURTHER AP-
PEARING to the Court
that the said defendants
have not been found
within the Com-
monwealth of Kentucky,
and have not voluntarily
appeared herein, and that
personal service within
the state upon said





It is HEREBY OR-
DERED that this order he
published once a week for
six consecutive weeks in
at least one newspaper

















AN' THEN— LP AN/1
DID Tr- WHAT COULD
AH DO 2— SO WE co!!--
THEm— IT
TURNED OUT IT WAS-
4WD BETTER EX7
FAS-7 CH IARLE5.. 71.1E
,lit!LK 15 RUNN1
MROU6N FINGE








It is FURTHER OR-
DERED that said
defendants shall appear
in this cause and plead to
the complaint within ten
days after the last date of
publication of this Order,
and in default thereof, the
Court will proceed to hear
and adjudicate this cause
in the same manner as if
the absent defendants had
been served with process
monwealth of Kentucky.


















Poison C011801  753-7588
Senior Citizens .  753-09/9
Needline  753-NEED



















Holman Jones, 217 South
13th, phone 753-3128.
COLOR PORTRAITS,
bring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 24 cents, 8
x 10 $2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft, 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking
lot, use our rear en-
3 Card Of Thanks
WE WOULD LIKE to
thank everyone- wile
helped with our family
during our husband and
father's accident and
recovery in the hospital.
The James Cooper
Family.
5 lost And Found
LOST PAIR of glasses.
300 South 13th, call 753-
1912.
LOST — GREY AND
WHITE 6 month old
male kitten. In vicinity
of Glendale and Dudley.
Child's pet. Call 753-
7546.
LOST SMALL male white
poodle in Highway 121
/ South and Locust Grove
Road area. Last seen





trade and flea market
day. The first one to be
held March 28, 1977 at
the West Ky. Exposition
Center, College Farm
Road. For inquiries and
information on booth
space call 753-8890.
GOD KNOWS YOU. Do
you know him? May I
have the honor of in-
troducing you and ex-
plaining his plan for you
here on earth? Call 753-






























HELP WANTED — ex-
perienced cook. 11 a. In:
to 7 p. m. Apply in
person between 9 a. m.





Organization is in need
of three salespeople for
° our local / area.
Guaranteed income to
start the very first





must be 21 years of age
or older, have car,
ambitions, high school




443-7521 from 9a. m.-6 p.
m.
HELP WANTED day
or evening part time
phone sales work. Light
office or delivery. Must









ditions, and benefits. If
interested send resuilise
today to P.O. Box 32B-1,
Murray.







woman. Will pickup and








Must be able to speak and
write either German or
Spanish. Send resume to
Joe Belger, Lingl Cor-





Full time. Salary and 2
weeks vacation. 51/2 day











envelope to Box 1824,
Cleveland, Ohio 44106.
WANTED A SALES
person to sell Jim
Walter Homes in the
Murray area. This is
your opportunity to
Make good money as a
sales person. If in-









envelope to P. 0. Box
677, Mayfield, Ky. 42066.
14. Want To Buy
COINS AMERICAN and
foreign. Also old gold.
Call 753-9232.
TOPPER FOR long wheel
base pickup. Call 435-




Call 527-1315 or 474-8854.
SWING SET in good
condition. Call 753-7249.
1909, two 1962 Ford or
Thunderbird bodies.















sticks. 13 cents each.
Call 489-2126 or 435-4263.
THOUSANDS USED
paperbacks. ',42 price,




FOR SALE - three (3)















110 South 12th, 753-2825.
CLEAN RUGS, like new,
so easy to do with Blue
_ Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer. Big K, Bel
Aire Shopping Center.
PENTA TREATED
lumber 1" and 2"
dimensional stock. Also






New set of World Book
Encyclopedias at
reduced price.
Call (502) 247-7261 af-
ter 4 p.m.
15 Articles For Sale
YAZOO MASTER mower
26" cut. 7 h. pyWisconsin
motor, self-propelled.
Excellent condition.
Three years old. Call
753-2927.
NICE USED WHEEL
chair. Price $50. Call
492-8801.
FABRIC FOR SALE —
504 South 8th Extended.
Cottons and denims, 50
cents a yard, knits, $1.00
yard, .









sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.




avacado green. Gas hot








range, $50. 220 three
stack heater, $40. All in
good condition. Also
large cage with extra
wire, $20. Call 436-2475.
FOUR PIECE bedroom
suite, cedar. Call 435-
4389.
CHERRY DROP leaf
table and six chairs.









$45.00. We rebuild your










machine, zig zag and all
regular attachments.
Fully guaranteed. Sews
perfect. Full cash price,
$29.50. Call Martha
Hopper, 354-8619 or






345-2633 for Farm Fan
Dryers. Dealer for
Baughman Grain Bins,
also your Read bin and
long bin. Early season
on Baughman during
March.
ONE FORD- model 9N, 6
speed transmission,
lights, new battery, good
rubber. Just tuned.
$1,200. Also Ford 8N
1951. Excellent con-
dition. Murray Ford
Tractor, 520 South 4th
Street, 753-9482.
D-15 ALLIS Chalmer with
3 point hitch. Set of Ford
plows three 14". Call
498-8239.
6' SIDEWINDER Bushog,




trip plows and Ford post -
hole digger. Call 753-
2987.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing •
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20 Sports Equipment
I 1. H. P. Johnson for sail
boat, practically new.
Heavy duty trolling







9'2 h. p. low silhouette,
Sears motor and trailer.
$395. 1414 Vine St.
28' FLOTE-BOAT in-
-33397






trailer. Murray Bait Co.,
753-5623
1976 14' Eldo Craft boat, 2
chair seats, heavy
trailer, with 25 h. p.
Johnson electric start
motor, stick steering.




boat, 20 horse Johnson,
heavy-duty tilt trailer,
trolling motor 36" shaft,
Die-Hard battery, the
Complete crappie











1960 FORD PICKUP, 1952
1 ton Chevy truck, A-1
condition. One four
wheel rubber tire
wagon. One 2 wheel
-trailer. One 14 ft. fiber




home is our only




Systems, Inc. Call 753-
9263.
RENT RINSENVIC
Ns saw "de-it-yearser isetbed
cleans carpets as.
EASILY-
18 pound portable power•
house does an the work
EFFECTIVELY-
cleans rinse, and vaicurenS
out deep down dirt and




a traction or the cost
OVU SAVE UP TO
-425-00 PER ROOM)






made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.









T. D-104 mike, starduster












33 Rooms For Rent
ROOM I BLOCK from
campus. Refrigerator




We have the lowest
prices on all Zenith
TV's. Shop around and
compare. Sisson's
Zenith Sales, Cuba, Ky.
382-2426.
27 Mobile Home Sales
1966 MOBILE HOME, 10




1972 12 x 54 2 BEDROOM
trailer, underpinned and
strapped on private lot.
132 x. 120. Call 753-811.3
after 5 p.m.
1972 12 x 40 mobile home,
2 bedrooms, 1 bath, gas
heat. $3700 or take over
payments. Call 247-9497.
12 x 55 Holiday, 3
bedroom, lit bath, new
furniture, extra nice.
Priced low. See at
Riviera Ct. or call 753-
3280.
NICE EIGHT foot wide
mobile homes, 1 and 2
bedrooms, completely.
furnished. Air condition,
carpet, etc. Some would
make nice lake homes.
Will sell cheap, need to
move soon?. Call 753-5209
after &p. m.
12 x 65, 2 BEDROOM,
living -room„kitchen,,
and bath. Call 753-4418.
EIGHT ACRES. 12 x 70 3
bedroom mobile home,
electric heat and central
air. 28 x 32 heated
workshop. New 4" deep
well. Water pipe to all 8
acres. All within 2 years
old. Beautiful location.
Call after 6 p. m. 901-247-
5457, Puryear, Tenn.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
32 Apartments For Rent
FURNISHED APART-
MENT at New Concord.











$425.00 up, floored, reedy to use. Also precvt, you brood, as
low es $300.00. B x B up to 24 x 60 standard, but will precut
any she needed. Bey Noe best for less
CUSTOM BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS 753-09114
- 
New Listing
Located in Sherwood Forest with a private and
scenic setting. This almost new home features 3
bedrooms, 242 baths, den with fireplace, large
basement which could be used as 4th bedroom-or






ROOMS FOR RENT in
the country. Call 436 -
rani.
34 Houses For Rent
BEAUTIFUL 3 bedroom
home in Murray. Kit-
chen and living room
furnished, washer and
-dryel--- in large utility








36 For Rent Or Lease
FOR LEASE - Building,
, 20 x 60 on 305 N. 4th. Call
753-5881.
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store budding on
'south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.




a boar needed 19r a sow
and gilt. Call 767-4813.
38 Pets - Supplies
ARC IRISH Setter pup-
pies for sale. Three
males and 2 females. Six
weeks old. Call 753-9507.
TWO SOLID white
German Shepherds, AK-
C. 6 months old female.
Call 753-4655.
REGISTERED MALE
Beagle, 5 months old.
Mostly black. $40. Call
753-9520.
AKC ST. BERNARD
puppies. One male, $100.
Four females, $75. Call
753-9349-
39. Poultry • Supplies
PEAFOWL FOR sale.
$25.00 each. Call 1-527-
7880.
41 Public Sales






FOR SALE - 80 acres,











I. newt et consul privet-
ty ? Review the house and
apartment we have located
on S. Ilth Sr. This property
has a rent il1C01110 of 5135,
per month.
let Hotel Spacious older
home with 3 bedrooms and
fireplace in the loving room.
OnlY $12,500.
Wish to live outside of
the city on a large lot of 2
to 3 acres. We have two
homes, both in very livable
condition and priced at
$11,000 and 519,000
3 bedroom homes! Wit
have them in the city and
county from 523.000 and
up Please call for ad-





202 Smith 4th Street
Pb... 7$34243
TWO ACRES OF land
east of Almo on blacktop
road. Call 753-4418.
REALTORS





home and 20 acres.
Many outstanding
features in this 3
bedroom, 2 bath home.
Attractive living morn,
den-dining area • with
fireplace, kitchen, large
utility room with lots of
storage, and. enclosed
sunporch which could be




scenic pasture land and
woods. Outbuildings
include modern pole
barn (50' lc 56'), corn








SELECT FROM TWO 2)
Large. sensibly priced.
attractively woedqd
lots, facing on US-641.'5
miles South of Murray.
Call STINSON REALTY
CO., 753-3744.
46 Homes For Sale
FOUR BEDROOM, 21
bath, white brick on
Oaks Country Club Golf
course. In the 60s. Call
- 753-9931.
THREE BEDROOM
brick, fully carpeted and













. easily be made into an
apartment. Ap-
,proximately 1600 sq. ft.
living space and has just
--lieen completely
remodeled. Large shady
-ctirrier lot in town. You
must see to appreciate.
Call 753-6194 after 5 p.
m.
NEW 'DUPLEX in
Westwood that looks like
a one family home. On




heat and air. Stone
exterior. One of the
nicest looking duplexes








Keniana Shores. it is set
• up for one or t*o.family
living. The main house
has such fine features
as; central heat and air,
fireplace, and a porch on
three sides so as to enjoy
the view better The
basement apartment
has its own entrance for
true privacy. Call us
today for further details.
John C. Neubatieneal
Estate, 753-0101 or .Tim
49 Used Cats & Trucks
1970 CAMARO V-8, air, 3
speed, AM-FM cassette
stereo, excellent cond-





dition. $1250. Call 489-






work needs call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586.
LICENSE ELEC-
TRICIAN arid gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and




15' CAMPER - sleeps herbicides and
  • four, contact -pestiaides,-Battles Ag  _
- - - - -
41 Motorcycles
HONDA 500, 1300 actual
miles, new condition.





Honda 550 four with
windjammer. Call 753-
2226.




Mint condition, low "
mileage. Sacrifice at
$1,675.00. Call 753-6564.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1973 'FORD GALAXIE
500, 2 door hardtop,
.51,000 adult miles, inside
hood and trunk lock, full
power, air condition,
radio, $2,000. Call 436-
2553.
1973 DATSUN pickup, one
owner, 50,000- - miles.
Excellent condition. Call
753-6329.
16' TRAILER,  camper. BIACKTOPPING, seal
Sleeps six.-Call























Doug Taylor at 753.2310
for free estimates.
HOME AND 75 ACRES -
Rare opportunity to own
a modern home and
large acreage tract at a
reasonable price. Home
- is 2 bedroom brick with




completely fenced with 3
ponds, modern stable,
tobacco base, _and other
outbuildings. Quiet,
• secluded and wooded






Saturday, April 2, 10 a.m.
Mrs. Beulah "Boss" Neely Estate
614 Fairview & Seventh St.
Fulton, Ky.
Wicker, Oak, Mahogany, Cedar, Walnut, Maple,
Cherry, Empire, Early American, Queen Ann,
Provencial Furniture. Appliances, 2 air con-
ditioners, Beauty Shop equipment. Nippon -
Kyoto - Noritake - Bone - Bavaria - Ivory -
Laughlin - Occupy Japan Chinas, Depression,
Cut glass, Crystal, Fostoria, Amber, Pottery,
Ctockwarestir etc.
NOTE: This is an all day sale, lunch available.
AINLEY AUCTION 8i,
REALTY SALES
in Broadway ,CoLltubert Ainley so. Tniin„. Tn.
901-479-2986 Auctidneer & Realtor 479-3713.
THIRTY ACRF:S of level
ground, no; well. For
sale on blai ktop road.
Will finani ( Call 437-
4733 after 6 p m.
FIVE ACRES WITH
home, neu well, new
septic tank and dry well.
Two building lots,
trailer hookup. Fishing
lake stocked with hybrid
catfish, fishing pay lake.
Call after 6 p. m. 437-
4733.
PRICE REM CED! 4
bedrooms. 2 baths,
comfortablr. living
room, kitchcrJ and utility
room. C.,inpletely
carpeted, tric heat,
located on 2. wooded










202 Seek ittle Stracit
Pb... 151320
45 Farms For Sale
45 'ACRE ARM and
house. Near Ledbetter
Church. One mile from
Kentucky Lake. Call 753-
7945 or 753-2664.
46 Homes For Sale
THREE BEDROOM




Lee, 753-3243 or 753-2678.
BY OWNER - located on'
,641 North. Five acres
and house in city limits.
Three bedrooms brick,
pi Won, garage and
recreation room with
fireplace and basement.
Ca:1 753-6468 after 4 p.
m. 
L!:MUST SEL Reduced
Price. 3 Bedroom Brick,
approxirnatel!, 2000 sq.















Call 753-4406 before 5 p.














headers. $501:1 'or best
offer. Can be seen at No.
7 Riviera Cts., or call
753-1842.
1971 EL CAMINO with
power steering and








work. Call 767-2512 bet-
ween Sand 7 p. m. '
1969 .COUGAR. Can be
sees after 5 o'clock at
16,13 Miller Ave.
1966 AUSTIN HEALY





for camping. Call 753-
6644 or 436-2216.
1971 CUTLASS Supreme.




























after 5 p. m.
DR4VEWAYS white
rocked and graded. Free
estimates. Clifford
Garrison. Call 753-5429
• after 4-p.; m.
FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 _for









and exterior, by the hour
or job. For free estimate,
call 753-8343 or 753-2467.
NEED • TREES cut,
Firewood, Amid clearing,
carpenter work or light
hauling. Call 753-4707.
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
  • --
CUSTOM HAY bailing
Excellent condition. Call and custom cortibming.
753-2636. Call 753-8090.
COa ing an repairs.




and service. Call Tony
Montgomery 753-6760,
day or night.
FOR A FREE estimate
on all stump removal.









an s nu ng.
Call Ralph 'Worley, 753-
0708.
GLASS REPAIR and
- replacement for homes -






and remodeling - one
cabinet to complete
















rocked. Sand and lime














service on top jobs and






ficient service. NO job







struction Co„ Route 2,
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.
- 42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
KIRBY Carpet Care.
Steam clean one room at
8 cents per sq. ft. and we
will clean the hallway
free, limit 4 x 10. A 10' x
10' room would only be
\ $8.00. Call Mike Hut-
chens, 753-0359.
53 Feed And Seed
FOR SALE a few good
Kobe jap seed. Call 753-
4645 after 5:30 except on
Saturdays,_
54 Free Column







female dog. Has bad
shots. Medium size.Very
gentle. Call 436-5397 or
753-3994.
FREE - young adult
•German Shephard.
Beautiful brown fur.
Has had rabies and
distemper shots. Very
gentle and friendly. Will
make an ideal family
.pet. Call 753-3535 after
5:00.




113 S. 4th 753-2835
Sprayer Special
300 Gal. Pull Type Sprayer, 8 Row Boom, Noz-
zles, 300 Gal. Polyolefin Tank, Pump, Agitator,
Heavy Duty Trailer, Wheels Se Tires, All Hoses
and Fittings
$929®
100 Gal. Rear Mount, Three Pt. Hitch. Aluminum
Tank, 6 Row Rust Proof Boort, Brass Nozzles,
Get Agitator, Pump Complete with all Hoses,
and Fittings.
'500m







How would you-like to own...
ONE ACRE ON SOUTH 12TH STREET
inside the city 'limits to either build on now or
hold until we have a city council that knows the
property should be zoned BUSINESS. At the
price I will take you can afford to wait a long
time. I have five. of these lots available im-
mediately.'
Priced from $9500.00 to $10,950.00.
DON'T DELAY
I expect them to sell within. 5 days. There is











Mrs. Eura Mae Johnston of
808 Hurt Drive, Murray, died
Monday at 9:05 p.m, at the
Cedar Crest Nursing Home,
Possum Trot. She was 83
years of ate and was the wife
of Cherry G. Johnston who
died in July 1961.
The Murray woman was a
member of the Hazel United
Methodist Church. Born
Decentber 15, 1893, in Mar-
„shall County; he was the
daughter of the late Allen
I nvett 
--
Mrs. Johnston is survived
by one daughter, Mrs. Howard
iBarbara) Ross, Lone Oak;
two sons, Harry Blake
IfEnif on, •Patlikah,- -and Jne- -
G. Johnston, 1704 Farmer
Avenue, Murray; three
granddaughters, Mrs. John D.
Cathy) Hopkins and Miss
Cheryl Johnston, Murray, and
Miss Nancy Johnston,
Paducah; one great grandson,
John Christopher Hopkins,
Murray.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at two p.m. at the
chapel. of. the J. 1. Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Coy Garrett and the Rev. Allie
D. Rudolph officiating. Mrs. J.
W.1. Jones will
 be organist.
Burial will follow in the Union
Ridge Cemetery.
Friends may call at the




The funeral for G. C.
(Clevie ) Burkeen of Almo
Route One was held Monday
at two p.m. at the Temple Hill
United Methodist Church
where he was a member with
the Rev. A. H. McLeod, Jr.,
the Rev. Roger Joseph, and
the Rev. Otis Jones of-
ficiating. Leland Peeler and
Dwane Jones were in charge
of the music and song service.
• Pallbearers were Ronald,
Jimmy, Paul, and Danny Joe
Burkeen, Ronald Phillips, and
Neale York. Burial was.in the
Temple Hill Cemetery with
- --the-areetigernents by-the Max
Churchill Funeral Home.
Mr. Burkeen, age 87, died
Saturday. at three p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Born September 26,
1889, he was the son of the late
Mann and Lucy Williams
Burkeen.
The Calloway County
retired farmer is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Mattie Griffin
Burkeen, to whom he was
married November 2, 1912;
daughter, Mrs. Obert (Oeda )
Faughn, Benton Route Five;
two sons, Oren, Murray Route
Three, and Aaron, Alrno Route
One; four brothers, Jim, Joe,
and Dave, Murray Route
Three, and Earl, Rogers,
Ark.; four grandchildren;
eight great grandchildren;




Funeral services for Clif-
ford Parker of Murray Route
Six were held this morning at
10:30 at the chapel of the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home with
the Rev. Norman Culpepper
and the Rev. Calvin Wilkins
officiating.
Serving as Pallbearers were
Lynn Lassiter, Joe, James,
and Max Parker, Glen
Outland, and Randall Pat-
terson. Burial Was in the Elm
Grove Cemetery.
Mr. Parker, age 80, died
Saturday at eleven p. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was a retired
farmer and a member of the
Elm Grove Baptist Church.
Born 'August 31, 18%, he was
the son of the late Reason
Thomas and Beadie Daniel
Parker.
The deceased is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Lottie Futrell
Parker, to whom he had been




Bobby and Billy Miller,
Calvert City, James
Bennie, and Barry Clark, New
Orleans, La.; two sisters, Mrs.
Tennessee Outland, Murray
Route Three, and Mrs. Joe
(Olia Lassiter, Murray Route
Five; two brothers, Thomas
Parker, Murray, and Johnny
Parker, Murray Route Five.
Emmett Bruce Dies;
Father, Mrs. Milam
Emmett Bruce of Vaiden,
Miss., father of Mrs. Newton
J. (Maxine) Milam, 1701
Calloway, Murray, died
Sunday.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Bruce, Vaiden, Miss.,
daughter, Mrs. Milam,
Murray, and two grand-
children, Robert Bruce Milam
and Cheryl Milam, Murray.
Funeral and burial services




Final rites for Richard C.
'Dick Denton, 66 year old
resident—of Murray Route
Seven and Jackson, Miss.,
were held Monday at three p.
m. at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with the Rev. John
Jones and the Rev. Charles
Yancy officiating and Mrs.
Otton Erwin as organist.
Jackie Newberry, Pete
Farley_Bob_Bazzell,  Howard_
McNeely, Dee Lamb, and
Hollie Alderdice served as
active pallbearers, and the
Shriners served as honorary
pallbearers. Burial was in the
Murray Memorial Gardens.
Mr. Denton died Saturday at,
1:35 p. m. at the Hinds'
General Hospital, Jackson,
Miss. He owned and operated
a Construction Trucking Firm
in Jackson, and was formerly
in the automobile business in
Murray.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Nell Perkins Denton,
Murray Route Seven, to whom
he was married December 21,
1945; two daughters, Mrs.
Cecil (Twila) Lovett, Murray,
and Mrs. James (Betty Jean)
Pough, Chantilly, Va.; one
son, William C. Denton,
Mobile, Ala.; two brothers,
Vernon, Modesta, Calif., and






Blessing?” will be the topic to




Speaking during the regular
luncheon program will be
Fred Neff, staff member at
the Murray Mental Health
Center. Following the lun-
cheon Dr. Tom Muehleman,
MSU Professor and Director
of the Psychological Center
will respond to Neff's
presentation to initiate the
workshop session.
Both the luncheon an the
workshop are open tothe
public as well as various
professional persons.
Neff has beep a staff
member at the Murray Mental
Health Center since 1975. He
obtained his bachelor's degree
from Florida State and his
Masters degree in Psychology
from Murray State. He has
had extensive professional
involvement with youth and
drug related problems and has
been active in drug education
programs through the
Calloway Council on Drug
Education.
Dr. Muehleman earned his
bachelor's degree from
Southern Illinois University
and is a licensed clinical
psychologist in Kentucky.
The UCM luncheons are
held each Wednesday at the
United Campus Ministry, 202
N. 15th. Cost of the meal is






Baptist Church, located 114
miles southwest of Coldwater,
will hold a Bible Institute
starting Thursday, March 31,
and continuing through
Saturday, April 2.
Speakers will be the Rev.
Stephen Cobb on March 31, the
Rev. Virgil Blankenship on
April 1, and the Rev. Tommy
Grubbs on April 2. The ser-
vices ,will be at seven p.m.
each evening.
The church pastor, the Rev.
Jack McClain, inviles the
public to attend.
Survivors Of Crash To Be Flown
Back To U. S. For Treatment
SANTA CRUZ DE TENE-
RIFE, Canary Islands ( AP) —
U.S. and Spanish officials
began preparations today to
fly survivors of history's worst
aviation disaster back to the
United States for treatment.
The U.S. Army Burn Center
in San Antonio, Tex., said it
was preparing to receive
about 60 of the 70 survivors
from the collision Sunday on
the Santa Cruz airport runway
of two Boeing 747 jumbo jets in
which 575 persons were killed.
Sixty-seven of the survivors
Rotary Club Honors Wallis
The Murray Rotary Club occasion to know him,
has passed a resolution associate with him and be a
honoring Gingles Wallis, a part of his earthly life, and
Rotary member, who died WHEREAS, Gingles, who
Eel 5 1977  ThaL,migull9n by his cogducl krOialit credit
reads: to Rotary, joy to his family
RESOLUTION and stature to his friends and
The Rotary Club of Murray, associatee, prompts this
Kentucky, has suffered memoriallo his memory.
irreparable loss in the demise BE IT THEREFORE
of one of its members, the RESOLVED by the members
Honorable Gingles Wallis, of the Rotary Club of Murray,
who departed this life on the Kentucky, meeting in regular
5th day of February, 1977, and," session on this 24th day of
WHEREAS, it is the wish of March, 1977, do hereby
the Rotarians that his loyalty acknowledge the value of
and service to the ideals of our having known Gingles Wallis
organization be perpetuated, and having numbered him
and among their friends and are
WHEREAS, mortality cognizant of his contribution
_symbolizes the fruits of one's to the City of Murray and to
earthly sojourn, while irn- Rotary and are grateful for
mortality reflects tbs.,- sen- the opportunity of having
timents of those who had crossed his pathway.
Bro. Hargis Speaker For
Coldwater Gospel Meet
Bro. Henry Hargis of
Murray will be the featured
speaker at a series of gospel
meetings at the Coldwater
Bro. Henry Hargis
Church of Christ, April 1, 2,
and 3.
Born July 2,3, 1911 in
Bumphis Mills, Tn., Bro.
Hargis and his wife, Alene,
are the parents of two
children. His training consists
of courses in Bible from
Freed.Hardeman College and
Harding College, and ac-
counting from LaSalle ex-
tension University of Chicago,
Illinois. He also was tutored in





Donald G. Hughes, M. D. of
Murray, has been elected
delegate' by his peers to
represent Western Kentucky
at the Kentucky Academy of
Family Practice Congress of
Delegates in May, 1977.
Dr. Hughes has been a
member of the American
Academy of Family
Physicians for the past twelve
years.
STOCK MARKET j
PrIces of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the ledger &
Times by I M Simon Co are as follows
Indus. Av.  +4.24 
Best HUSBAND CALLING 
preaching in Franklin, Tn., in
1936. He has preached
regularly for many
congregations in Calloway
County as well as in Illinois
and Tennessee. He has many
years in radio preaching
experience and has conducted




Bro. Hargis is presently
preaching for the Union Grove
congregation. He also is a full-
time employee of Taylor
Motors of Murray.
The time of the services will
be 7:00 each evening. Sunday
morning Bible study will be
held at 10:00 and Sunday
morning worship will be at
11:00. _The public_ is _cordially_
invited to attend, a church
spokesman said.
and 321 of the dead were
Americans, according to
information from the airlines.
Meanwhile, Spanish, Dutch
and American officials con-
tinued their investigations to
determine the cause of the
collision, which occurred as
the Pan American and KLM
jetliners were preparing to
Lake off in fog from this
Atlantic island.
Spanish authorities ruled
out sabotage and claimed
there had been no errors in
control tower communications-
with the two planes.
Off iciaj said they would
inspect the 10,000-foot runway,
which has been closed by
wreckage and bad weather
since the collision of t4' two
planes, to determine if there
was enough space clear for a
U.S. Air Force C-130 transport
to land.
A C-130 from a base in Spain
was waiting at Las Palma , on
the neighboring island of
Grand Canary, for clearance.
The homeward-bound
Americans were to be tran-
sferred at Las Palmas to an
Air Force C-141_ to be flown to
McGuire Air Force Base in
New Jersey.
A spokesman for the burn
center said 10 of the survivors
to be flown to Texas for
treatment were in serious or
criticondition and 20 others
were litter cases.
U.S. officials said the airlift
would also include some
survivors who did not require
hospitalization, but no, names
were announced.
The KLM jetliner was
hurtling down the runway at
about 150 miles an hour for
takeoff when it rammed into
the Pan American plane as it
was turning off the runway
onto a taxiway, Spanish of-
ficials said.
They said both pilots were
told to taxi down the main
runway, with the KLM craft in
the lead. The Dutch pilot was
told to turn around and
prepare for takeoff but to hold
hi, QQitiQp. until given
clearance, while the Pan Am
jet was to turn off at a taxiway
and wait for the KLM plane to
clear, they said.
Gov. Antonio ,pyarzabal
said the planes collided nearly
headon, and the "key point"
was whether the KLM pilot
had permission to take off.
The Dutch pilot, Z. A.
Vekihuisen van Zanten, was
killed along with the other 248
persons reported aboard his
plane. But KLM president
Sergio Orlandini said the pilot
was one of the airline's most
experienced fliers and he
doubted he would have begun
his takeoff without clearance.
The Pan American pilot,
Capt. Victor Grubbs of Cen-
terport, N.Y., was among the
70 injured survivors from his
plane, but no 'explanation from
him of what happened was
made public.
PROCLAMATION SIGNED—Murray Mayor John Scott
- -has -signed a proclamation dectarirvg wecinesday-, March
30, as Doctors Day in Murray. With Mayor Scott is Mrs.





First Annual Calloway County A.R.C. Music Festival
FRIDAY, APRIL 1, 7:00 P.M.
Murray Middle School Auditorium
Admission:
Adults - $1.00 — Children under 12- 50e
PROGRAM:
Airco 29r. • 14
Am. Motors 54 ++.
Ashland Oil •--- 32% +
A T & T 62% •+
Ford Motor  56% + 1.
C4n-. Dynamics 56% +
Gen Motors 69%
Gen Tire • 26% + ̀.
Goodrich . .......... .  30% + imR
Gulf Oil •  
Pennwalt 
Quaker Oats 224 unc
Republic Steel 33% +%
Sirkger Mfg  -
Tappan 9'. -1+
Western Union  18 -
Zenith Radio ..... . 25 -+
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
Fla,. today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by. First of Michigan, Corp., of
Murray, are as follows •
Heublein Inc V +1..
McDcmalds Corp - 41'1 unc
Ponderosa Systems • .
Kimberly Clark  44 '0%
Union Carbide   58% -4
W.R. Grace ... 29% unc
Texaco. •   26% +L,
General Flee   50 +
GAF Corp.  Ill. um-
Georgia Pacific . 33% -4.
Pfizer. +
Jun Walters . . •. 34% .404
Kirsch • ••, . • . 15 +%
Disney . . 35% +
Franklin Mint . 24 •%
Best STRING BAND 
Best OLD-TIME FIDDLER, SOLO 
Best FIDDLER II. ACCOMPANIST 
Best BANJO PICKER 
Best GUITAR PICKER 
Best HARMONICA PLAYER 
Best VOCAL DUET 












. INTERMISSION: Murray High Stage Band Performing
Best TAP DANCER 
Best "ONE PERSON BAND" 
Best BATON TWIRLING  (P  fog4
. . (Teenager)
Best PANTOMIME (limited to 2 persons) 
























Note: Persons wishing to enter, please notify Fred T. Phillips, Rt. 7,
Murray, KY, stating contests you wish to enter or phone 753-0891.
Special Prizes: Gift to LARGEST family present, YOUNGEST married
couple, SZ OLDEST married couple.
'se






On March 3rd, I filed as a candidate for the office
of County Clerk in our Calloway County
Democratic Primary on May 24th. I take this means
to formally come into each of your homes an-
nouncing my candidacy ahd asking for your con-
sideration, support, and vote.
I have tried to the best of my ability to conduct
the duties of this office in a business like manner,
treating any and all people as fairly as posiiblesand
with personal concern in your business affairs
through this office. I seek, and my deputies strive, to
understand the personal feelings of each person
entering our office. Many times, we share their by
in the purchase of an automobile, home, farm,
marriage license, or just sell them a simple fishing
license for their pleasure. Other times, the occasion
is sadness in the loss of a loved one, personal
property, real estate, or maybe a misunderstanding
of persons requiring a change or addition in the
records. We always try to help.
Sometimes the structure of the laws or
requirements of the County or State are such that —
we cannot do exactly what you would like or we
would like to do for you. In this case, we strive to
explain and seek another route to accomplish your
needs. To please you and satisfy the County and
State makes us happy.
The demands of this office and the total amount
of business passing through the office has increased
tremendously since I became your County Court
Clerk. The first year I was in office the total receipts'
were 719,312.32. Last year the total receipts were
1,355,885.43. This is your business, not mine. Cer-
tainly, I could take no credit for the increase. The
progress of the people of Calloway County or the
change of charge fees handed down by the State
are the only things that can regulate the total
receipts of your County Clerk's Office.
The vast increase of business in and through the
office has certainly added to the responsibility and
over-all weight of fulfilling the duties of your Clerk
This has demanded changes that have taken much
consideration, planning, and a lot of hard work for
the entire office. We regret that there were times,
during the progress of some of these changes, that
it was also inconvenient for many of you.
The installation of Micro-Film equipment in the
-office replaced the typewriter on all deeds and-
lengthwdocuments that must be recorded. This has
certainly proved to be a big step in the right direc-
tion, because of space and time. The change-over
took much patience but we believe you will agree
that this change has been successful. The big in-
crease of security agreements resulting from
business progress of the County forced us to
change from book recording to the card index filing
system. We feel this was another great im-
provement
We were still just bursting the walls of this office
and another change became necessary in 1974.
Because of the increased volume of your business,
it- was necessary to divide the office force. The old
jail and ladies lounge, located in the basement,
were renovated and the deed books, security
agreement files, Micro-Film equipment and all
business pertaining to this phase of our work was
moved to that area.
None of the decisions for these changes were
made in haste. We visited other County Court
Clerk's Offices to see the systems that were
working successfully for them. Then with the con-
sideration and advise of your Fiscal Court. the
lawyers working in and out of our office, and many
individuals, the plans were formed. We tried, in all
cases, to arrive at the best solution to take care of
your business transactions. We are proud of every
change, regreenone of the hard work involved, and
remain open for your suggestions to better serve
you. I appreciate your allowing me to grow along
with the growth of this office.
As for my personal life, I was born at Dexter, Ken-
tucky, April 15th, 1924, the youngest son of the late
Rev. A. R. Harris and Mrs. Altie Harris, now a patient
at West View Nursing Home. I graduated from the
Murray Training High School in 1943 and entered
the armed forces. I served in the 17th Airborne
Division of the 1st Allied Airborne Army. Thirteen
months of this time was in theitiropean Theater.
owned a Grocery Store at Fivi Points for ap-
proximately 4'1 years and completed 2'2 years of
college hours in the business department at Murray
State University. For Sixteen years previous to en-
tering this office, I was. a salesman for Murray
Wholesale Grocery. I am married to the former
Dorothy Trevathan, daughter of the late B. K.
Trevathan and Mrs. Myrtle Trevathan, 216 Irvan St.
Murray. We have two daughters, Mrs. Larry (Linda)
Gilmore of Gallatin, Tennessee and Mrs. Jimmy
(Rita) Stroud of Paducah, Kentucky.
We are members of the First Baptist Church,
where I serve as a Deacon, Trustee, and member of
the Church Council. I am presently serving on the
Board of Directors of Need Line and also on the Ad-
visory Board for the Murray Vocational School. I am
a member of the Murray Masonic Lodge and have
been in the Murray Lions Club for 18 years. I have
recently been appointed a Board Member of the
West Kentucky Allied Services of this area, a new
State Funded Organization for helping the aged
living in their own housing,
I submit to you the above qualifications along
with my experience and knowledge of the duties of
this office and humbly ask for your consideration
and vote as I seek re-election to your Calloway
County Clerk's Office. ---
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